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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this treatise is to bring to light

some of the conceptions that educators have of the library and its
librarian. The study was prompted by the discovery of a lack of
information regarding the library in teacher training textbooks. This
report is concerned with two things: how the public school educator
views the library and its librarian, and what attempt is being made
in the teacher training institutions to offer instruction in the use
of library facilities. Data was gathered by questionnaires and by
examinations of the education textbooks being used in the
institutions. The study is limited in scope to the state of Kentucky
and the textbooks examined are those used in the basic introductory
courses in education. Only four of the textbooks examined gave
in-depth coverage of the library at one location in the text worthy
of a topical reference in the table of contents. A list of some of
the items that should be in a chapter on the library's role in public
school education is included. (Author/NH)
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"EFACZ

The library profession has been concerned abut its image for

like to shrug off the old sterottped impression of the librarian - that

:nuey little woman, spectacles sliding down her nose, hair pullnd tack scverol:;
in a careless bun, with a pencil stuck haphazardly through it, slipping around
the room in her cushion-soled

shoes making certain that all of her books are
in place and shushing her-patrons. She is the typical librarian of the cartoon
and comic strip, the kind Pm still told jokes about. This is the happiest
day of my life. All the books are in but one, and its due tomorrows" We foci

ourselves snugly beyond this description. We point with pride to Our beautiful
edifices of architectural splendor, our tr-mendous collections, our increased

circulation, our better educated personnel, and rest comfortably, thinking our
'ge has changed. Our scarcity in numbers has placed a high promium on or.r

services, l,';: have achieved faculty status in our institutions of higher learn-

ing and feel we have won the fight td prove ourselves the educational equal of

the professional educators. Our image, despite the tremendous growth of our

libraries, may not, however, have changed as much as we would like to think.

If our physical image is distorted might not our functional image also

be open to question? Can we be certain that our public understands the role

the librarian-plays in the operation of our libraries? The distinction between
the attendant at the circulation' desk, the file clerk at the catalog, the pag-
in the stack, and the librarian in the ..)ffice,-frequontly.fuse together in the
mind of the laymaa. Often they fuse together in the mind of-the professional
4S well, who all too often engages in the clerical. The assumption that every-
one who works in libraHes is a librarian, is not uncommon. We have no cap to

wear like the nurse who is easily identifiable among the aides in a hospital.

We've had little time to train our assistants in basic library techniques and
when a member of our public asks the desk attendant a complex reference ques

tion which he is unable to answer, in the eye of the public, the "librarians"

are not very helpful. Thus our profe-sionalisti is impugned and our image
tarnishes.

In addition to our-blurred physical and functional image of the librar-
ian, the physical and functional image of the library itself is open to spec--

ulation. Our libraries started out as more depositories for books and the



librarians eve the attendants hired look after the quarters and the -1-

lar,tions.

plex. erection and organization called. for highly skilled and educated per-

sonnel familiar with the ever-widoning growt:1 in information and ears 1( of

devising an ever-expandable classification scheme. As municipal support was

solicited for maintenance of the depositor, reference services w 're offered

ns an extra dividend. gervic ing the needs of the indisAduel became part of the

librarians job, a job mot by the establishment of reference depar,monts anJ

readers' advisory services in every major library in the country. The caliber

of service, however, was dependent on the amount of financial sulvert the li-

brary could mustel.

In the tremendous information explosion of the post LWo- I:.br II world,

he collections grew, the job of the librarian-became r or eolr,

libraries are trying to keep pace with the immediate information demon

an ever-increasing information-conscious public. Television

reading as a source of entertainment, and our libraries are being used moro

and more for information that can be quickly acquired and easily digested. ';:e

are trying to meet this need, however, in the same way we met the justification

of public financial support years ago. We expect the-, reference librarian to

meet the individual need of the individual patron when what is called for is

mass education of all students, enabling them to search out information expo-
.

ditiously and intelligently for themselves. Until this is done, it is my con-

tentioa) that the image of the library and the librarian will remain blurrod

The concept of ne library es a more depositor: -, despite its inclusion of the
multi-media, and the librarian as an attendant, will prevail, and our public

will not gain the maximum benefit of the facility we have worker' so hard to

build up for them.

The purpose of this treatise is to bring to light some of the conception'

that our educational colleagues have of the library and its librarian. It was

prompted by a recent experience I had when asked to speak to an introductory

education class on the role of the library in the public school. Admittedly,

I had been asked to conduct the class for the purpose of showing the prospec-

tive teachers how to utilize a resource person to enhance their classroom

teaching, as much as I had been asked, to increase the subject cciient of the

discussion. I was told what chapter in their textbook the student had been



assi -ed to read, and that I mi.ght Cant to browse through it. The distertion
t appeared in that 1.966 ceprigh ed book were an insult to the profession,

especia113, those remarks regarding educational requirements and job opportun-
itir:,s. Over a period of months, I glanced at other education textbooks and
diucovered something even more disturbing. I found an absence of information
regarding the library in the teacher training textbooks. Despite what the
guidelines of the state of Kentucky said regarding teaching of library services
in the,education courses, it appeared that prosoective teachers were not being
given any information .regarding the role that the library played in the teach-
ing and learning experience. I determined that my casual examination called
for a more thorough investig Lion of education textbooks in the light of their
library references,

In this repo7t I am attempting to discover two things. how the public
school educator views the library and its librarian, and what attemnt is being
made in our teacher training institutions to offer instruction in the use of
library facilities. I shall do this by questionnaires and examination of the
ducation textbooks being used in these institutions. The study will be limited

in scope to the
: -te of Kentucky and the textbooks exalnined will he those used

in the basic introductory courses in education.

I will attempt to answer the following questions an hopefully offer
some recommendations. that image of the library and its _roe in education is
being given through the education texts in our teacher training programs? that
instruction in use of the college library is offered students enrolled in our
institutions of higher learning that might modify instruction given in the
teacher training programs? that impression of the library are the teachers and
the students likely to get from such instruction? that are the imiticaticns of
the image, calling for responsible action on the part of the educatiln and the
library profession?

I wish to thank Dr. Charles Wesley di g MS, Director of Education at Union
College, for his sage advice and assistance in helping me amass the textbooks
and, other materials for examination. I should also like to thank Er. James B.
McFerrin, Union College, Librarian, for patiently and cheerfully accepting tine
extra burden of a short-handed staff while I was absent from my library duties.
Thanks are also due Mrs. Lois Euis, the library technician who has afforded me

vi



the opportunity to ..sread my professional wing, ,y , ntor who has read this

nr2.nuscript with an eye for c1arity of thought and typed it with an air of

and involvement. Vost of a11, however, 1 want to thank a library-minded col

achinistration for insisting that librarians shLu'e, as faculty cqpn*s, the r1

to be granted sabbatical leave to pursue whatever _r

justify.

Ur' on College

Barbourville, Kentucky
January 1970
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Defining the Problem



The

THE GUIDELTIZS

nart=nt of Education of the state of Kentuc. y issues

guidelines to insure thrt all teacher training institutions in the state follow

acceptable practices, policies and procedures for teacher education md certi-

fication. In the 1967 edition of Ker tucl r Te-cher E eation_and Certification

it states that the guidelines flreflect the hest thinking in the state and in

the nation with respect to the preparation of teachers and other professional

school personnel."-

In addition to ,ting down requirements for certification of school

psonnel, the guidelines also indicate the content of some of the courses -e-

quired for professional preparation of teachers. One finds that a student

applying for elementary or secondary certification must have from two to six

sellester hours in Introduction to Education and/or School Organization. The

state allows that "this area may be offered as a course or as a unit in another

course or incorporated in another area of the professional block."2

The content of this course/or unit is spelled out as follow-.

"Preparation in this area should include a study of
teaching as a profession; the purpose of education in
a democracy, an analysis of the function of schools to-
day; a study of classroom and school organization; the
teacher's expanding role in the educational porgram (sic
an analysis of each phase of the school program including
guidance services, library services, evaluation and re-
porting on a systemwide, school-mide) and on an individ-
ual basis, etc. ""3

This study is based on the premise, to which 'leading educators have

testified, that all the teachers in the state of Kentucky should have an analy-

sis of library services in either an introduction to edUcatimcourse, a school

organization course or in some other area of the professional block.

1
Kentucky, Department of Education, Kentucky Teacher Education and

Certification, Educational Bulletin, v.35, no.3. 1967 ed. ; Frankfort: Deport-
ment of Education, 1967) Foreword.

bid., 71, 97. Later repeated verbatim in Teacher Education Circular
no.253 (Revision of no.246) dated April 17, 1968, Sec. 3b of the 011idelines
for theFreparation-Certification for Secondary School Teachers.

3Ibid., 70-71, 96-97.



111th thi proposition in mind, this investigation has been limited
textbook-3 be in . use 1 in th2 introduction to education or school orga

nation courses, or its equivalent whatever the name, in the teacher train'
institutions

Kentucky tuac!ier training institutions are defined as those four-

fully accredited, senior colleges istod in the tenth edition of id51.crican

U°,'iver-ities arc fog lepcN.4

They are as follows:

Asbury Col' Wilmore, Kentucky-
Bellarminc College, Louisville
Berea College, Berea
Brescia College, Owensboro
Campbellsville College, Campbellsville
Catherine Spalding CLllege, Louisville
Centre College, Danville
Cumberland College, Williamsburg
Eastern Kentucky University, Rich,-ond
Ceorgotown College, Georgetown
Kentucky State College, Frankfort
Kentucky 1.7nsleyan College, Owensboro
Morehead State University, Morehead
Murray State University, Murray
Nazareth College of Kentucky, Nazareth
Pikeville College, Pikeville
Thomas More College, Fort Mitchell
Transylvania College, Lexington
Union Ccllege, Barbourville
University of Kentucky, Lexington
University of Louisville, Louisville
Ursuline College, Louisville
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green

Bellarmine-Ursuline have merged
4H

Nazareth and Catherine Spalding rnerged August 1969
into Spalding College

48

QUESTIONNAIRE

In order to determine the textbooks being used by the Kentucky teacher

training institutions for their introductory-education course, a auestionnaire

Otis A. Singletary (ed.), American Universities and Co_ 1
Washin- on, D. C. American Council on Education, 1960 P.546-574.

10th ed,;



devised as -e most expedient approach. Every attempt ww, made. to allow

for facility in filling out data and all but two questions could be answered
by checking the appropriate response (copy appended). The ouestielnairos, along
with a return self-addressed envelope, were sent to the Directors of Education,
by name where they could be verified, along with a cover letter (copy appended)

explaining the.purpose of the research.

Since all the colleges in the state do not label their courses.the same,

and since the state offered the schools the option of studying the library ser-

vices in either of two courses, the questionnaire had to be worded in such .a

way as to establish the course in which the subject was being covered. It is
not within the scope of this paper to study all education texts, Only those
used to back up the course covering the library unit.

The first question thus asked was whether students, preparing for the

teaching field, had a unit on the role of the library in the school. Next, in

which course the subject was treated, and then, the name of the textbook used

for that course. The fourth question was submitted to establish whether the

education directors were satisfied with their choice of text. The answers to

these four questions would be all that was really essential to this study.

The manner in which the unit was presented to the students was considered

as being of interest, however a series of state'ents to be checked, an

attempt was made to learn whether the unit was covered by an assigned reading

from the textbook, with or without classroom discussion, whether another book

was assigned and if so what book. If there was a classroom discussion on the
unit, an attempt was made to discover who led the discussion. The directors
asked whether there was a film used to au rent the assignment, a visit to a

school library or any other device used to enhance the presentation.

Realizing that some colleges offer formal instruction in the use of books

and libraries, this too was felt to be a question appropriate to the purpose
o the questionnaire. If such instruction was offered at a given college there.

could possibly be some justification for a different approach to the role of

the school library for their students. An attempt was made to learn the nature
of such instruction if available. Was it an elective or required course, a

more freshman orientation, or, instruction on the library offered in an English
class? Other alternatives could be filled in.



The final question was aimed at the background in use of books and li-

braries on the part of the director filling out the questionnaire. They wore

asked to check whether they had ever had a graduate course in educational re-

sem.ch, an undergraduate course in the use of books and libraries! a unit on
the library in an undergraduate English class (or other class ) or any other
instruction. Fearing that such a question suggesting that they had no training
in use of books and libraries might be offensive.to them, the statement, ex-
perience gained from years of library use, was inserted.

RESFON32 TO QUESTIONNAIRE I

One could not expect a ICOZ response frou the questionnaires though it

appeared that if there was to be a response it would be immediate. Of the

twenty-three questionnaires sent out, sixteen replies were received. Seven

were back within the first week, five the second week, with the others returning
over a two month period. One school did not return the questionnaire but the
head of the library program responded by letter answering same of the questions.

In response to the first question, ten schools reported that they do not
present a unit on the school library in their education courses. There was

obviously some ambiguity in the wording of the question as some of the responses

indicated that instruction in use of the college library was confused for

studyring the role of the school library in an education course. Two responses

were thus eliminated as meaningless. Four institutions replied that a unit on
the role of the library in the school was taught. Only three of them, howevr,.r,

named the course and gave the text used. The units were taught in courses

called Instructional Materials, Professional Orientation and Introduction to
Education. All four schools expressed dissatisfaction with the 1sel:t they w1 ,,.1

using.

In answer to the question on how the library unit was taught in these

four institutions, one school reported an assigned reading from the textbook

and none had assigned an outside reading or project. Three schools had a

librarian in to lead the discussion with the fourth school reporting a

stint emphasis on the significance of the school library in the school pro _zs,nkg

Three of the schools reported a visit to a school library and one., the use of
films. One reported a visit to the Library Learning Resource Center for a



lecture demonstration given by the librarian.

The questions dealing with the availability of instruction in use

of books and libraries revealed that ten schools had some type of formal In-

str...Aim. One school reported an elective course with one hour credit and a

"modest enrollment." Five schools offer a freshman orientation on use of the

library and nine schools reported the English classes as offering such in-

struction. Three of the schools reported discussion on use of materials in

education courses, namely, Fundamental_ of Elementary Education, Methods, and
Instructional Materials courses. One uses the curriculum library for in-

structional purposes.

Though the questionnaire was sent to the directors of the department of

education over the state, six ans.a.ers came back from delegated faculty. Eleven
of the respondents had a course in educational research at the graduate, level,
two had an undergraduate course in use of books and libraries, five had in-

struction in an English class, Twelve checked that they had experience gained
_m years of library use. One assistant professor of education who filled

out the questionnaire was a trained librarian herself at both the elementary
and college level. One respondent was the head of the department of library
science.

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE I

As soon as the answers started coming in it became apparent that the

questionnaire had failed to give the answer anticipated. It seemed likely that
the unit on the library would be by-passed by some schools but the extent to
which it was ignored was unexpected. Twelve of the reporting schools were not
giving any attention whatsoever to the role of the public school library in
their education courses. The faulty assumption had been made that the teacher

training institutions in Kentucky were following more closely the guidelines
set out by the state Department of Education.

The four schools that did report a unit on the library expressed die-
satisfaction with their textbook. This fact raised an interesting question,
Did the other twelve schools skip the unit because their textbook did not mere
tion the library. To determine this answer, obviously, the texts they were
using would have to be examined. The questionnaire had not devulgod this in-

5



formation.

Of those schools offering a unit on the role of the school library,

onl:e one stated that the textbook was the basis of the assignment. This would

lead one to suspect that the other three schools may not have had a unit in

the textbook worthy of an assignment; however, this did not deter them from

teaching the unit. Hopefully it would seem to indicate that the schools were

convinced that the library's role should be studied, textbook or not.

In analyzing the method the schools employed to teach the unit, it

should be noted that a librarian handled the classroom discussion in all cares,

two specifically noting the college librarian. In three instances a librarian

was called in nd in the fourth instance, the instructor was herself a librar-

ian. It would appear that the teachers were aware of the value of having a

specialist present the unit. In the case of the three teachers who were non-

specialists, it is conceivable that they might also have felt their own inade-

quacy to handle the subject. That three of the schools felt the subject war-

ranted a field trip to a school library for a first hand observation on util-

ization of school library facilities indicates the importance attributed to

the unit.

The question relative to instruction in library use at the college level

produced the fact that only one school out of the sixteen was making any at-

tempt to offer a lay course on use of the library to its students. This.crr7%2

was an elective offered in the department of library science for a one hour

credit with a 'Ivory modest enrollment." The appended notation is most gni-

ficant, "counselling services is aware of it and are starting to boost enr011-

ment.fl Though four schools do not offer instruction of any kind to their stu-

dents, one of these offers the unit on the role of the library in its education

course. Five institutions offer both a freshman orientation on library usage

as well as instruction in an English class. Four schools offer instruction

only in the English class. It seems obvious that the schools of Kentucky feel

that there is no need for any depth-instruction in the use of the library.

However, the question is raised as to the reliability of these statistics.

Uould the education director know what instruction is being offered students

in other departments of the school?

The library background of the respondents revealed that eleven of the



sixteen respondents had taken a course in educational research at the graduaLc.
level with two of them having had an undergraduate course in books and librnr-
les. One must remember, however, that three of the respondents were librarian
Xonnthelesa it would appear that the majority of the education directors and
teachers at the graduate school level have had a course in the techniques of
educational research. It seems apparent, however, that a teacher must get to
graduate school before any formal hard-core instruction is offered and then
obviously it is not a requirement of all graduate schools or all respondents
would have checked the answer. One can't help but wonder if after having
taken a course in the techniques of educational research, the respondent hadn'

perhaps there was more to the use of the library than is Apparent to
the average student; and if they did, why didn't these educators pay more at
tention to the role of the library in their education classes.

QUESTIONNAIRE II

A new approach had to be made to those schools that did not answer
questionnaire. There were seven of them: Bellarmine, Brescia, Centre, Pike-
ville, Transylvania, University of Kentucky and University of Louisville. An
inquiry would also have to be redirected to those twelve schools that were not
offering a unit on the library to learn what texts they were using. Perhaps
from those texts a reason for the omission of the unit could be gleaned. In
addition, Campbellsville College had not listed the name of their text though
they admitted to having an unsatisfactory unit in it, and they would have to
be approached again. Asbury, though teaching a unit on the library in their
instructional materials course, did not offer it in their introduction course,
and their textbook might explain the reason.

Another questionnaire was therefore designed to be sent this time to
the reference librarian of twenty-one institutions. A cover letter explaining
the study accompanied it (sample appended). The librarians would be able to
give the naive of the course designed to introduce the field of education to
prospective teachers and the name of the text for that course. In addition,
they could supply information relevant to formal, classroom instruction on use
of the library and the nature of it in their institution. This latter infor-
mation Quite posibly would be answered differently by the librarian who should

7



be more aware of what is being done regarding library instruction in all de-

partments of the institution.

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE II

The cond questionnaire was not sent out until October 1, 1969, and

this time a merger had taken place between Catherine Spalding and Nazareth of
Kentucky. The previous Eellarmine- Ursuline merger prompted a joint reply from
them. Hence, though 21 questionnaires were sent out; a response from 19 would

represent a 100% return.

The reference librarians were less responsive than were the directors

of education. However, after personal contact with librarians from five of the

institutions and letters of inquiry to the head librarians of five other in-

stitutions, all but two questionnaires were completed and returned. After ex-

amining the institutional catalogs of those two institutions to determine

course name and number, a phone call to the college bookstores brought the name

of the texts for their introductory courses.

Two of the 21 teacher training institutions had not been sent question-

naire II because the information gathered the first time was complete. They

offered the unit on the role of the library and they had named the course num-

ber and text title. As for the two schools that did not respond to question-

naire II, the answers from questionnaire I relative to instruction in library

usage were available. The necessary data, therefore, was available for all 21

teacher training institutions in Kentuc

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES

Sixteen institutions offer one basic introduction to education course

while five schools have a basic introduction course for each level of instruc-

tion, elementary and secondary. (One school offers a "3 --2 double degree pro-

gram" for secondary education) Sixteen schools use only one text per course

while four schools use more than one text and one school uses no text at ail.

.Twenty schools reported instruction in use of the college library. Only one

school reported no library instruction in questionnaire II though they stipu-

lated that there was no regular instruction. It is worth noting that the

directors of education of four schools had declared there was no library in



struction in questionnaire I. They were not aware of what instruction was

being offered. No school offers a required course in library Usage however,

two schools offer an elective course. Fourteen reported a freshman orientation

offering; but, two qualified their answers by saying that it was used up until

tbis year and abandoned as inadequate. Seventeen institutions offer ins ruc-

tion in the English classes. Three schools reported instruction in ether forms

one offering such instruction in a fundamentals of elementary education course

and two of them offering instruction through an Education Curriculum Library.

Twenty-five textbooks were examined for 21 schools represented in this

sampling. The discrepancy in numbers is accounted for by the fact that one

school uses no textbook for its introductory course, some used more than one

textbook, some have more than one basic introductory course and some textbooks

are used by more than one school.

The names of the introductory education courses seem to have same degree

of variation. Nine of the schools entitle their course, Introduction to Edu-

cation, The others were called Survey of Education, Introduction to Studies

in Education, Orientation in Education, Professional Orientation, Education

and American Culture, Administration of the Public Schools, and the American

School System. One school reported only one basic course entitled Foundations

of Elementary Education. It seemed apparent that a second course would cover

the secondary field though the respondent revealed none and listed no ,textbook

as being used. There was a discrepancy between the title of one course that

was given in questionnaire I and the title of that same course number in the

college's catalog. The questionnaire title was Education 301, Education and

American Culture, and the catalog title was Education 3011 American Public

Education.

Four schools chose to use more than one text for their course. One of

these schools used a supplementary text of readings that had been edited by

the of the education department. Another school selected three short

paperbacks as their texts One school selected two texts for a course entitled

Introduction to Secondary Education, with one of the texts devoted to teaching

and the other to the principles of secondary education. The fourth school

choosing two texts, did so for a one hour course entitled Orientation in

Education.
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Two of the institutions submitted the name of more than one education

course along with its text, permitting a choice of the text pertinent to the
survey. One institution sent the course name and text of a non-teacher pre-

ation course and a phone call to the college bookstore provided the text
title for the appropriate course.

The texts adopted by two of the schools were on the philosophy of edu-
cation. This appeared to be an unusual kind of a text to present to students

as a first introduction to the teaching field. (ne of these schools, howevs,r,

offered this as the text for a course which juniors and seniors transferring
into the teacher education program were told to substitute for an introductory

lower division course which had no textbook.

Of the twenty-five books eamined, eleven were general books on teaching
and education, four were on philosophy of education (three of which were paper-

backs adopted by one school). One was a text on child growth aneldevelopment,

one was en educational history, four were strictly geared towards secondary

education and three to elementary education. One of the texts was book on

audio-visual instruction, used for an instructional materials- course, in which

the unit on the role of the library was taught. Another text submitted was

one for an education course entitled Freshman Orientation and was a study

skills manual designed for all students. Since it was not a teacher training

textbook, it was not pertinent to this survey though it did include a unit on

the library and was presented in questionnaire II as the text for a basic edu-
cation course.

Only two of the texts have been adopted by more than one institution.

.Five institutions have adopted R. 14. Richey r s Planninafor Teachinr, and two

have adopted L. M. Chamberlain's The Teaeherand School_Orgonization

In comparing the answer to the two questionnaires, only one di-screpancy

regarding teaching the library unit, was detected. One school disclosed in

questionnaire I that no unit on the role of the library was offered in their

introductory education course. The course was named but no text was listed,

In redirecting questionnaire II to the head librarian for the text title, the

same course number was given with the name of the two texts used in it. This

statement was added, 1The use of books and libraries is stressed in the course

1001 because the need to know where to find information is as important as the

10



'why to teach'." The first questionnaire's res onse said, "I have talked

three of four of the professors in the School and all state that we do not have
--a planned program on-the use of the school library." The first respondent said

no such unit was offered in course-1CO. The second respondent implied that it
wa s.

Since questionnaire II brought in a greater number of respo nscs tlnn

the first questionnaire, it was found that there are two schools offering an

elective course in books and libraries instead of one, Kentucky Wesleyan Col-

lege as well as Western Kentucky University, No school had a required course

on use of books and libraries. Questionnaire II confirmed that teaching use
of the library is still the primary responsibility of the English department.
Freshman orientation offerings follow closely as a second means of instruction,
Tvo schools, however, felt that this latter manner of instruction was unsatis-

factory and had abandoned it. Just what form this freshman orientation takes

was not disclosed by this survey.

Some of the texts examined can not be evaluated on their library view-

point because this kind of coverage would not fall within their natural scope

The philosophy of education texts, for example, obviously could not be criti-

cized if little or no mention of the library was given. The kind of library

information that one would expect to find in a history of education text would

be quite different from what you would expect to find in a text on the pvinci-
ples of education. A book on human growth and development, ould, likewise,

not be expected to carry much library information. On the other hand, in a

text on the newer education media, one would expect to find greater attention
focused on the library as an instructional materials center. It would, thcre-

fore, be unfair and meaningless to try and compare the books with each other.

An examination of what the books say about the library, however, can

present a fair idea of the school library image, reflecting its past perfor-

mance and future expectations. The bulk of this study is a summary of what thi-

textbooks say relative to the school library. These textbooks are those in use
in the introductory education courses of the teacher training institutions of
Kentucky and are presented alphabetically by author. The school adopting the

text and the course for which it has been adopted is listed along with a de-

scriptive annotation of the contents of the book. The number of library refer-
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ences in the index and the table of contents are cited to give an indication

of the degree and depth of coverage. A summary, with countless quotations,

what the author has to say about the library, follows. The viewpoint is then

subjected to personal observation and interprjatation, and a rating is given as
;to the kind of library image presented.



The Textbooks



Bent, Rudyard K. and Henry H. Kronenberg
Principles of Secondary Education. 5th ed. New York, McGraw-Hill,
Ta:--423p,, $7.95

Text adopted by:

Western Kentucky University

Educ. '280, Introduction to Secondary Education
(Used in conjunction with Richey's Planning For Teaching

Desr.ription of text:

The book examines the secondary school of today, what it is and that
it is trying to de. It treats of the manner in which the secondary
school is organized to accomplish its purposes, how the curriculum
is organized and what modifications in practices seem to be inevitable
because of changes in society. It presents a picture of the activities
and services of the secondary school, draws a final analysis and makes
recommendations for improvement. Each chapter closes with a summary,
group of questions for study and discussion, and a reading list.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional
materials' center in the table of contents or the index.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

Even though the authors have not referred to the library in the table

of contents or the index, there are scattered references to it. Mine con-

centrating on the curriculum, they devote 2 inches to the library's role

in curriculum enrichment.

"The school, is an environment in which pupils will be stimulated to
make a conscious effort to learn. The school library is part of this
environmer,, and since the school selects the books and provides an
opportunity for pupils to road them, use of the library becomes a part
of the curriculum. A few principles are- presented for making the li-
brary more functional:

:-

1/ The books, magazines, and pamphlets should be selected on
same basis as any other school experience or activity.
2/ They should be housed in one centrally located room.
3/ Books should be stacked on open shelves so that pupils may
browse among them.
4/ All pupils should have a daily opportunity of one to two periods
in which to use the library.
5/ A well-trained librarian should be employed to assist pupils in
locating materials."

p.217

Later on in an eleven lino, two paragraph entry in the chapter en-

titled, "Services: Activities, Guidance and Counseling," the authors state:

13



"The library is such a vital part of the high school that it is di
cult to realize that it has not always been a service center. It

one of the first services introduced in the school after a definite
need was experienced.

The library serves many functions. It orovides parallel
materials to supplement texts, references for locating needee, infor-
mation, and leisure-reading materials. In addition, many libraries
house and catalog audio-visual equipment and supplies, such v films,
phonograph records, pictures, raps, projectors, record players, and
tape recorders. Libraries are rapidly growing into materials centers,
housing instructional materials for both teachers and pupils."

Following this quotation is a 19 page discussion on the guidance rnd counselint;

services of the school. One might have hoped for equal treatment, if the li-

brary is as vital to the high school 'program as the authors contend. One can-

not help but wonder at a vitality that can be dismissed so readily.

The library is referred to rather casually when the authors are dis-

cussing supervised study.

"The general study hall of the traditional schools has been replaced
by study in the library or in classrooms supervised by the teachers
who made the assignments."

p.360

One would not want to denigrate the library as a place to go to study but

hopefully this statement does not infer that the library is a study hall where

one goes for supervised study. Fortunately the authors do not suggest that

the librarian act as supervisor. Students can build a negative attitude

against a place where one is sent for enforced study.

As far as ,;ranting academic respectability to the librarians, the

authors list them among the specialized teachers employed by all high schoolF,.

Vilna the text does not afford the substance for a unit on the role of

the library in education, the authors acknowledge that the library plays an

important part in the school program.

Rating: Mere acknowledgment of library's presence in the school
Lip service
School using this text does not offer unit on library
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Drown James 7:Alson,Richard 3. Lewis and Fred F. Harcicroad
A VInstruction: Media_ and Methods9 3rd ed. New York, McGraldHill,
1969. 621o., $ll.q)

Tee adopted by:

Asbury College

"Instructional Materials" course
(Using 1964 edition currently, but will adopt this edition "probably")

Description of text:

.Tho emphasis of this text is on educational media and the procedures
employed in their use Examples are taken from all sub ect fields
and all levels of instruction, preschool to college. Pert I provides
the background and place of A-V media in teaching and learning. Part II
gives the theoretical and practical considerations involved in selecting,
creating and using the various resources. Part III, "Instructional
Technology: Present and Future," discusses the possible future of edu-
cational technology in the light of current development. The "Self
Instruction and Reference Sections" at the back of the book include a
manual on the operation of audio visual equipment and duplicating pro-cesses. A glossary and classified directory of sources is also appended.

Library references:

In the index there is one reference to school libraries, one to media
centers, two to the Library of Congress. In the table of contents, a
section of one chapter is devoted to the single-school educational
media,center, and one section of another chapter, to listening centers.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

The entire book deals with instructional, materials, many of which are
housed in our school libraries, and most of which will eventually find tilde;
way into our instructional media centers of the modern school system. A text
of this kind could not fail to recognize the changing conccpt of the library's
role in education.

The most concentrated reference to the educational media cent
librar is in chapter three when the authors discuss learning resources and
facilities. They point out that trained professional educational media per-
sonnel operate these centers,

professional specialists whose time is devotee

"locating, appraising, ordering, and processing materials
needed for class or individual work."

p,50
The author include a chart showing the number and percentage of stu-

dents at various educational levels with and without libraries. It is worth



noting that their chart in 'cates that f the elementary children arc

_?,out library s rvices. A total of of students, at all gra ie levels,

elementary through high school, are without library services of any kind. The

.7111' her s further state that th:: statistics are somewhat misleading.

It is one thing to report the "presence" of a library in a particular
school; it is quite another to assess its adequacy. There is reason
to believe that many of the so-called "libraries" enumerated in the
study contaimd little more than a meager hook collection and no non-
book (audiovisual) materials at all,

Obviously, we have a long way to go to bring school r)ducational
media center services up to levels recommended by leading professional
organizations in the field."

p.50-51

The authors elaborate on the changing concept of the library, no longer

storehouse of books." The functions of the "now" media center are enumr-
ated and the joint efforts of the classroom teachers in cooperation with the

center's professional staff are stressed. The floor plan of a t,Irixicl center

is given along with many pictures of functioning media centers with students

busily engaged in utilization of resources.

Considerable attention is also paid to the and s for_ School Media

Prorrpms established by a joint conniittee of the Department of AudiovisurA

Instruction of the National Education Association and the American Association

of School Librarians of the American Library Association. Charts on pages

and 55 list the resources and equipment that should be available and the basic

and advanced recommendations established by the Committee. A case example,

citing the services offered by Roosevelt High School in Portland, Oregon, is

given. From this, the authors proceed to the services offered at the district,

county, regional and state level.

when the authors discuss the National Defense Education. Act of l95 and

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, they refer to the instruc-

tional materials made available by these federal funds, many of these materials

enriching the contents of our libraries. then discussing the improvement in

learning environment, attention is focused on the trends in physical facilitio

for servicing large, medium and small groups.

Chapter four deals with the printed text and reference materials. Tho

authors examine the values of textbooks, offer criteria for judginz them and
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rowed to point out the necessity of supplementary books,

"to enrich class learning experiences and to provide for in dividual
dif_ _ences in reading abilities, interes. s, and experience backgrciu-

p97
Throughout this chapter in discussing ck books, _ncycloWies, news-

papers and magazines, comics and microform, they are soon against the back-

ground of the library even though it is not spelled out. The oicturcs illus-
trating lair se are obviously taken in the library or media center. The

point is made clear. Selection is not a matter of concern for the librarian
alone.

"If you teach in a school which maintains a professional library,
check with the profescional person in charge to determine which publi-
cations are available to suggest suitable supplementary books for
your classes. "

p.99

The authors then cite a basic list of references to assist in selection of

supplementary books.

Reference to the Library of Congress is made in two different places,

Once it is cited a.s a place which affords important services in connection

with recordings of many types. Its many services are enumerated again when

discussing agencies of the federal government that offer inexpensive supple-

mentary materials.

It is obvious that -he authors of this tort are aware of the purposes,

functions and role of the school librari,y. Their text reflects a respect and

thorough understanding of the media center concept of the library, showing how
its services reach into every aspect of the instructional program of the mcdorn
school,

Rating: Extensive coverage
Positive view
School offers unit in Instructional_ Materials cow-



Euticr, J. Donald
Idealism in Education, New York, Harper & R: 1966. 144p., 50.._

Harper's series on teaching)
Layles, Ernest E.

Pragmatism in Education. New York, Harper & Row, 1966. 146p., $2.50
(Harper's series on teaching

;`_orris, Van Cleve

Eistenbialismin Eduoation: t It Mean6. New York, Harper & ,ow,
1966. 16343J, 72.5b

(Harper's series on teaching)

Texts adopted by:

Centre College

Education 31, Introduction to Education

Description of texts:

These three books are designed as the first three volumes in a.serc
presenting major contemporary philosophies as they relate to edu-
cational practice. Each of the three takes its given philosophy and
demonstrates its impact on such practice. Each author is presumed to
be sympathetic to the view he presents. The series is offered in
paperback form for flexibility and economy in classroom use allowing
teachers to select the specific views they want their students to
study.

Library references:

There are no references to the library in the index or table of con-
tents of any of these three books.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

There is no reference to the role of the library in any of these books

and one would no expect that there should be. It is interesting to note,

however, that Rutler in the foreword to his book, Idealism in Education,

likens the workings of the mind to the organization of a library.

"The purpose, presumably, of stocking the mind is to secure retrieval
of any one of the stored items when it is wanted. And, like a well-
ordered library, retrieval is readily possible only when a well-ordered
and easily understood filing system is in effect. Any worker who
understands the system can then, at any time, go straight to a desired
item, even though its location or even its existence was previously
unknown to him. Logical deduction, not memory, serves as the locational
principle."

p,ix
The key word in this quotation, in my estimation, is the word "understand".

Any worker who understands the system can go straight to a desired item.
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Bayles in his book, Frarmatism in Education, defines the educational

objectives of democratic education.

"A close look at the statement of purpose will reveal that it is c -=

posed of three major aspects: (1) more adequate student outlooks en
life, (2) more harmonious student outlooks, and (3) heightened capaci.L
of students to reconstruct outlooks independently."

p.1.01

About this third aspect of purpose) Bayles says,

"Reflective study is often poorly served by a teacher s refusal to
supply information which he alone can quickly and effectivAy give at
the time it is needed. How to obtain dependable information needs, of
course, to be learned, but it can be learned without the students them-
selves alwau actually doing the obtaining."

p.105

quote these references found in two of the treatises on educational_

philosophy for 1 think they might have some rather far-reaching implications

for our libraries. Retrieval of information, Butler says, is possible only

when you understand the system. Bayles says one of the objectives of a demo-

cratic education is to teach students to work out their own problems inde-

pendently and to do this they must be taught how to obtain dependable infor-

mation. Following these philosophical tenets we assume that students need to

be taught how to get dependable information independently; and) to get at the

information closed away in our libraries, they must understand the system our

libraries employ.

Rating: Teld not. pertinent

School did not answer questionnaire

Chamberlain, Leo Martin and Leslie W. Kindred
The Teacher and School Orwanization. With the assistance of John M.
Mickelson. 4th ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1966.
489p.) -_ Prentice-Hall education series)

Text adopted by:

Kentucky State College

Education 412, Admini t-ation of the Public Schools
Kentucky Wesleyan College

Education 311, The American School System
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Description of text:

This text is designed to sive the student an understanding of the scopo
of American education and its organizational and administrative pattern,
by preparing him for a variety of instructional duties and rennonsiili-
ties in addition to teaching itself. There are 19 chapters presented
under 6 division, administrative in character but presnnted from the
viewpoint of the classroom teacher. The 6 divisions are as follows:
The Scope and Pattern of American Education, The Administration of Ajr?r-
ican Education, Problems of the Teaching Profession, Programs and Prob-
lems in American Education, Responsibilities Beyond the Classroom, and
Membership in the Teaching Profession. Each chapter is concluded with
an annotated list of related readings. The appendix includes the Code
of Ethics of the National Education Association of the United States;
educational placement forms of the Placement Service, University of Ken-
tucky; and an application form for a teaching position in the Cincinnati
Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Library references:

There is one reference to community libraries in the index. There arc
no references in the table of contents.

&MARY AND EVALUATION

When the authors speak of the growth of the American educational system

they mention ways in which services to school children have gone beyond the

previous limdts of classroom instruction.

"They now include medical and dental inspection; counseling and guidance
in educational, nersonal, and social affairs; psychiatric services;
special classes for exceptional children; clinical studies and behavior
problems; home visits by trained social workers; special materials and
special instruction for slow and backward readers; and many other ser-
vices and means for the better adaptation of the school to the needs of
the indivirlual."

r. 14
Library services are net mentioned.

In a chapter on the federal government, library services arc mentioned

in two respects. In a discussion on the pros and cons of federal aid, the

authors report the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

1965 which appropriated funds to improve school libraries. In reference to the

financial assistance programs of the U. S. Office of Education for the fiscal

year 1963, library services are listed as receiving:$.7,500,000.

Library extension services are listed in a chart depicting the structure

of a typical state department of education. Later in giving a breakdown of a

school budget, the authors list libraries as among part of the instructional

costs.
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"Salarios of principals, supervisors,
teachers, and secretarial staff,

textbook5, libraries,
audio-visual aids, supplies, travel, and miscol-

laneous." p,9:3

These items are listed as consuminG 56.147, of the total budget.
It is worth

noting that the library was listed as part of the instructional program, no

an auxiliary service.

The index reference to community libraries leads to a chapter on commu-

nity relations and a soct.on on the school as a commnity center. There, in

a discussion on the public use of the school-plant
facilities, under the

heading, "Reading and Research," is a two paragraph entry. .

"Among other needs in any community are those related to reading

and research, Individuals need a place where they can go to satisfy

certain of their interests and find answers to many of their problems.

This is what a community school library attempts to do. Organized to

. rite children, youth, and adults, the community school library generally

represents a cooperative undertaking on the part of the school and other

institutions and agencies concerned with human welfare. Its physical

layout and, reference materials are based on the recognized needs and in-

terests of the community. Care is taken, especially in rural, and semi-

rural areas, to pool existing resources and to avoid the overlapping of

services and unnecessary
expenditures of funds for materials and supplies,

ihere community-school
libraries have been organized and placed

in adoration, they are used by individuals and groups for many different

purposes. Parents turn to the library for help in -:rorking out problems

of family life - child care, health, budgeting, in',crior decoration,

recreation and nutrition. Young people come there to find material on

education, sax relations, life-work opportunities,
social customs, cloth-

ing style and design,
marriage, and so forth. It is used frequently for

informatior. people need in their work. Different agencies and organizco:

groups find invaluable assistance in securing information related to

their programs or the activities in which they are engaged. Beyond these

uses, the community-school library serves many general purposes by nidirg

individuals to broaden their sphere o interests and keep abreast of the

times. Ilhen the library is located in community-centered school, there

is little question about its being patronized by the community."

function is

The reference is not to the traditional school library, whose f:c

to supply materials for enrichment of the school curriculum, or meeting the

needs of the students of a particular
school,or acting as a materials centor.

for the teachers. It is a community library, with the entire omphasie on pub-

lic utilization of school-plant facilities.

This text, other than acknowledging the fact that the federal and state



government helps to underri school library services and that school Abral'-

its;' share in the school budget, ignores the library as playing any part in t?,0

educational program of the school. The library role depicted is that of

fording; the school an opportunity to offer community _vice.

Rating: Mere ac -Jowled: ent
Negative view
Schools using text do not offer library unit

Charles, Uditen R.
A Fr9face t ,o_Educatiori Mow York, Macmillan, 1965. ^, $5.95

Text adolAed by:

Morehead State University

Educ, 1CO3 Orientation in Education
(Used iri conjunction with Cressrnan's Public Education inAmeriea)

Description of text:

The organization of the book centers around the idea that the materials
which comurise the contents of education are derived from the social
sciences. It is addressed to lower-division college students who are
being introduced to the discipline of education for the first time and
who have limited previous acquaintance with the social sciences. In
the first chapter the author deals with the social science disciplines
from which education developed, namely, anthropology, history, political
science, econsrnics, sociology, psychology and philosophy. Chapter two
reveals why people need to be educated and how various societies educate.
Chapter three interprets what has been happening in American education,,
Chapter four and five outline the governmental and financial issues that
affect education. Chapter six relates cclucation to the passing sociey
of vhich it is a part. Chapter seven deals with the learner in the edu-
cational scene and chapter eight deals with some of the current issues
in education such as aims and goals. The final chapter deals with
teaching as a profession. Each chapter opens with a group of questions
to spur discussion and closes with a summary and selected bibliography,

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional mates
rials' center in the table of contents or the index.

WNNARY AND EVALUATION

Though this book was surveyed page by page for possible reference to the

library, none was detected. The author caw closest when, in describing the
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es in the education profession, he mentioned the increasing number of
O ing specialiszs in the statt= departments of education and larger schee.]

divisions.

"There has been a tendency toward the .emplo yment of an increTrin pro-
portion of nor._ caching spt,lcialists in the educatonal field."

To illustrate he mentions 30 specialists, among them an "educational-media

specialist." He night have been referring to the librarian here but it is
not clear.

It is worth noting that the services of a guidance couri -elor and a

school lunch program were not overlooked.

Rating. Mo coverage
Nogativo view

Used in conjunction with another text
School does not offer unit on the library

Clark, Leonard H. and Irving S. Starr
Secondary Scn oel Teachina Mothods. 2d ed. New York Macmillan, 1967.
501p., $6.95

Text adopted by:

Murray State University
Education 311, Fundamentals of Secondary Education

Description of text:

This book is designed as a college textbook for a single semester course
in general methods of teaching in the secondary school. Educational
theory, the nature of learning, aims of education, and curriculum
have been omitted as topics of ccncern in a general methods course. The
book is divided into eight parts. The section on foundations of method
includes chapters on what is teaching, knowing the pupil, motivation
and discipline. The remaining parts cover planning for teaching, pro-
visions for individual differences, teaching techniques, instructional
materials; evaluation, non-instructional duties and the beginning teacher
The appendix includes a sample resource unit and a plan for a teaching
Init. Each chapter ends with a summary and a bibliography.

Library references:

in the index there is a reference to the library and to classroom li-
brary, both directing attention to the same page. There is no reference
in the table of contents.
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SIMiARY AND EVALUATION

The author at many points in this text urges reading and use of in-

tructional materials to assist the teacher in the terformance of her ob.

(,hapter dealing with individual differences of pupils, takos into account the

value of individual zed_ research and use of self-instructional devices. Later
in discussing the teaching of special students, the importance of the choice of

reading material for the poor learner as well as the gifted child is emphes_, d.

In neither of these chapters, however, is reference made to the library as the

source of these materials,,

The chapter entitled "Reading" contains a three paragraph reference to

using library materials. It is a rather discouraging section, the first part

of which deals with the necessity for the classroom library.

"In order to teach in the way we think one ought to teach, must
have plenty r7f material to read. To make this supply of reading material
readily available, each classroom should be a library."

P.276

Ue proceeds to explain that all sorts of reading matter should be readily aoce--
sible to the pupils, that they may be in charge of their own record keeping sys-

tem and that one of them act as librarian. The second paragraph reads as

follows:

"In addition to the classroom library one should make geed use of the
to and school libraries. While it is true that in some communities
these libraries are rather scantily supplied, the librarians are almost
invariably eager to cooperate with teachers. Teachers should make the
most of the opportunity."

P. 6

author does not leave the impression that he expects much in the way of se

vice from the library, referring as he does to many that are "scantily supplic

with librarians "almost invariably" eager to cooperate.

The final paragraph of the section deals with instruction in the use of

the library.

"Few boys and girls, or men and women for that matter, use libraries well.
Although instruction in the use of the library may ordinarily be the Eng-
lish department's responsibility, the teacher whose pupils use the li-
brary is also responsible.to see that they use the library facilities
efficiently. Librarians usually welcome the opportunity to explain li-
brary techniques either in the classroom or in the library. A visit to
the library early in the year might well increase the efficient use of
its facilities by the pupils."

P,276
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knowlodging that few adults know how to use the library well, th author nevr-

theless indicates that members of the English department or the re lar class-

room teacher, who may not use libraries well either, should assume rosponsibil::ty

,r proper utilization of the facilities. He again inserts a quclifying phrase

in regard to the assistance of the librarian as one who "usually" welcomes the

opportunity to talk to students on library techniques.

Later in this same chapter, the author pays particular attention to the

Yoper use of books and to the various parts of the book. An examination of the

peer on the use of audio-visual aids did not reveal any reference to the

multi-media centers of the more progressive school systems. A picture, hove

of students using the library is presented and the caption under it roads,

"The library is the heart of the school and a major source of material
for secondary-school classes. Every pupil should learn to use it
effectively."

p.333

Cne gets the distinct impression after reading the section on use of the

library that this author has not been wholly satisfied with the school library

despite the fact that he attests to the necessity of the availability of many

kinds of materials and asserts that the library is "the heart of the school."

The longest paragraph of this section deals with the necessity of the classroom

library. With the majority of our secondary schools in America, having central-

ized libraries, the insistence of individual classroom collections, at least

ones assigned to the classroom on a permanent basis, seems rather unnecessary.

However, the authors second apologetic paragraph for inadequate school and town

libraries, would tend to make the necessity of the classroom collection more

understandable.

think this author comes close to divulging the reasons why so little

reference to school libraries is found in these textbook examinations. One,

school libraries are often "scantily supplied," two, the librarian does not al-

ways seem overly eager to assist or cooperate, and three, few know how to use

the library well.

He has presented a dreary view of our school libraries.

hating: Mere acknowledgment
Negative view
School does not offer ib a



-n George R. and Harold 1.1. Benda
?public Education in America" a foundations course.3

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 966 4 1., $6.50
ed. New YoTk

Text adopted by:

Norehead State University

Education TOO, Orientation in `ducat ion

(Used in conjunction with Alton R. Charles, A Preface to Education)

Description of text:

This text presents a broad view of American public education. Part (pip
"The American School System," includes chapters on education in a chan
world, the road we have traveled, the organization of public education,
and providing for funds in education. Part two on education as a pro-
fession deals with the work and preparation of the teacher% as well as
special fields of service and professional opportunities. Part three,
"The Educational Process and the Child," examines educational goals, the
curriculum, cocurricular activities, child development and physical pro-
visions for education. Part four, "Education and Societylo covers non-
school educational agencies in the community, education and international
relations, and education in Canada and Mexico. Part five focuses at-
tention on the promises of some of the newer innovations in education
and the problems facing the schools. The appendix includes the Universal.
Dec 'ration of Human Rights, The Bill of Rights of the United States of
America, the Teachers, Pill_ of Rights and a list of periodicals of value
to teachers and students of education. Each chapter opens with a pre-
view and closes with a group of questions and projects, a list of audio-
visual aids, and a bibliography for further reading.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional materialt
center in the table of contents or the index. There is one reference to
a curriculum materials center in the index.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

Some discussion of library services was anticipated when the authors

turned their attention to the provision of funds for education. No mention was

made of federal aid to school libraries by the provision of materials through

the National Defense Education Act or the assistance offered libraries through

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. A list of programs supported by

state funds did not include reference to libraries either.

In the chapter on fields of service and professional opportunities, the

authors offer a section on subject matter specialists.

"Emphasis upon the development of elementary school libraries With the
strong stimulus of the Federal government has indicated need for consul-



tan and once alists this area."

p.172

his, unfortunately, is the only ael ow- dgmont that any development in sell- 1

libraries is taking place or that the federal government had any hand in it

In the chapi,r on curriculum and curricular activities, a picture is in-

sorted of the Learning Resources Center of the Miami-Dade Aim i it College. The

caption roads,

"This center provides the various curriculum materials to aid the
teacher and student."

p.212

Later in this same chapter reference is made to the curriculum materials cent

"There is a trend, especially in larger school systems and in many
counties, toward establishing a 'curriculum materials center.' Such a
center serves many purposes for teachers. First, it is a depository for
display of new textbooks, teaching materials, and projects. This alone
stimulates teachers to keep up to date in conducting learningexperionces,
Secondly, teachers are encouraged to contribute displays to the =tar.
These may be projects or activity units which have proven successful in
a particular unit of study. Also, teachers may borrow materials from the
center at a time when they are most needed for a class. Further, teacher
are permitted to work in the center to prepare materials peculiar to thely
instructional needs. The center is usually staffed and eqipped to of
assistance to all personnel"

p.23C-239

It would appear that this reference is to a center outside the school library

realm and its attendant librarian. Acting as a materials center for the teacher

is one of the functions. of the library and finding these centers apart from the

library is disturl-ing. Until recently this function of the school_ library was

one that was generally ignored so perhaps a unit outside an individual school,

one serving an entire system, had some justification; but, one would hope this

would no longer hold true.

A chapter on cocurricular activities discusses the student council, and

among the services that members can perform, is that of acting as library aids.

Since the library was ignored as a curricular activity and fit the definition

of a cocurricular activity, a discussion of the library in this chanter Ales -x-

pected. There was none.

Finally, in the chapter on the physical plant the autior s turn their. at-

tention to the library. In offering some guiding principles for planning h

buildings, they define two kinds of rooms: the instructional rooms in .high



rolui ly scheduled classes aro held and auxiliary ro

"The auxilierg rooms include the more general purpose rooms such as li-.

braries, auditoriums, lunch rooms) faculty rooms, toilet rooms, and
offices."

1J, 303 -304
The basic architectural requirements are given for the library.

"The library within a school should serve as a center for educational
materials. The changing concept of the school library is away from the
thought that it is merely a storage place for books and a reading room.
The modern library should function as a workshop."

P.314-315
Then the sugge ions offered in a bulletin of the New Jersey Department of

Education is cited.

"Since there must be interplay of stimulation between the classroom and
the library, the library should be functional. Adequate space, books and
equipment should be provided in an attractive environment for:

1. The selection and preparation of materials by the librarian
2 Instruction in the use of those materials
3. The use of these materials by pupils and teachers."

The authors assert that if a library is to serve its eal purpose in the edu-

cational program it should be centrally located and accessible to the school_
They cite a quotation from a book entitled Planning_Momentary School 13uildin

"An outstanding objective in kmerican education should be the placement
of a well-planned library in every public school of two hundred pupil
enrollment and above."

p.316

Then an apology is made for the existing libraries.

"Many school libraries are poorly located and inadequate for their
function. Because no provision was made for libraries at the time come
buildings were built, regular classroom space was converted to library
areas. This, at best, can serve a school only temporarily. The library
should be one of the larger room areas in a school building.

p.317
This chapter includes two photographs of library interiors and one of a library
building at a university. Two physical plant layouts show the library as one
of the complex of buildings in a sc'lol-Ild.thin-a-sehool concept of building
architecture.

Further elaboration on the contributions that a library can make in the
school programs of the future was net given. In speaking of enrichment programs
there was every opportunity to point out how the library could play an increas-



ingly important role, but the authors failed to do so.

"Enrichment is often said to be a condition vhereby we expose the leann'to a or number of reference materials and permit him to expi.ore thesematerials to gain greater depth and breadth of knowledge on 'a given sub
ject. This is the enrichment progran in many schools, but it should boa kind of :1,th: that teachers attempt, in all learning situations."

P.427
To find the library the foet:s of attention only in the chapter on phys-

ical plant facilities was disturbing. Have libraries received recognition only
because they are a part of the new look in school architecture? Perhaps the
authors of this text have given another clue for the library inconsequential
role in the past. bith our non-functional working quarter been so
hampered that our services have c-uffered, our imago been drab, and our rg,,%

more understandable.

natinc: ere acknowledgment
Negative view
School does not offe it on the library

Crow, Lester D. and Alice Crow
Introduction to Education; Fundamental Principles and Yedern Practices.2d ed. New York, American Book Company, 1966. 566p., $8.75

Text adopted by

Union Collrge

Education 241, Introduction to Education
Description of text:

The purpose of the text is to give an overall_ view of education - itsphilosophy, aims, organization, personnel, procedures and techniques.The book is divided into six parts. Part one covers the fundamentalconcepts of education which include its historical development, aim,
organization, control. and financial structure. Part two deals with ee-J-cational 'cersonnel and Professional relations by looking at the learner,school administrator, teacher preparation, placement and professionalactivities. Part three covers basic educational principles and practicincluding curriculum, self-discipline, guidance, measurement and eduerti:dr,for physical and mental health. Part four focuses attention on specialaids in education, namely, textbooks, libraries, and audiovisual aidsPart five treats conformal_ educational agencies such as the home, organ-ized religion and the community. Part six offers a scientific approach
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to education in a look at the functions of educational research, studie
surveys, and experimentation.

LibraT references:

There are three references to librarians and six references to libraries
and bookmobiles in the index. The table: of contents lists "To:Abooks and
Libraries in Education" as chapter 17 and cites as a subdivision under
that, "The Library in Education,"

SUMMARY AND EVALUATIOM

The dhapter,"Te books and Libraries in Education," is 19 pages long

and 10 1/3 pages deal with the library in education. The chapter includes a

page of questions and topics for discussion as well as a half page of selected

references.

Of the sixteen questions and topics for discussion at the end of the

chapter, nine deal with the library. Of the three special projects listed, one

is devoted to the use of the library.

The selected references include ten citations to books. The latest copy-

right date of any of the books is one published in 1961 with the remainder pub--

lished from 1954 to 1959. The latest citation was five years old at the time

of the new copyright date.

The authors start off immediately by stating that well-stocked libraries

are necessary to supplement textbooks, and that the library is assuming an in-

creasing responsibility for the education of youth. The growth of libraries is

recognized with special attention focused on the establishment of state library
services. A chart is included giving the dates when state library services were

established by law. The nine functions of the school library as established by

the American Library Association are given. The authors call for greater use of

the library, much as the scientist calls upon the laboratory assistant to set up

the performance of an experiment.

"The library and library facilities should be extended in order to make
functional in the educational process. Ybreover, teachers as well as
pupils need to develop skill in the effective use of an adequate library
service."

P.416

Up to this point in the text the information given is very accurate and quite

appropriate but then the authors state,

"In order to provide adequate library facilities for all children, a

minimum of one dollar per pupil should be spent annually. If better
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service is desired, the amount per pupil should be raised to at le
two dollars."

16

In recalling that this is a 1966 copyrighted text these figures are very ou

dated. The standards for school library programs established by the ALA in

1960 sot the minimum per capita expenditure in schools having 250 or more stu-

dents at a minimum of $4 to $6 per student. The Kentucky standards, Consider-

ably lower than recommended expenditures, at this time were $1.50 per student

at the elementary level and $2 to 4 at the secondary level. The new 1969

Standards for School Media_Prorrams, of course, are no longer based. on a per

capita expenditure but rather a percentage of the over-all educational budget.

The seven objectives of the school library as recommended by the American

Library Association are presented and the general impression is that they hav

been whole-he artedly accepted by educators.

'Wore and more school pooiple are co-operating with the American Library
Association in an attempted realization of these objectives of the school
library."

The fact, that some of these objectives are far

Take objectives 4 and 7 as an example.

"4. Every school that provides training for teachers should require a
course in the use of books and librarief, and a course on best liter-
ature for children.

7. The school system that does not make liberal provision for training
in the use of libraries fails to do its full duty in the way of ro-
vealing to all future citizens the opportunity to know and to use
the rcsources of the public library as a means of education.

P.417

To see these objectives in the book are gratifying to librarians but without

reference to the degree with which they have been realized to date, they tend

to be misleading. In the state of Kentucky for example, only the elementary

teachers have a course in children's literature but neither elementary nor sec--

cndary teachers are required, to take a course in use of books and libraries,
As a matter of fact, it is doubtful if any state requires this for tetichdr

certification. As for objective number 7, the library unit in Kentucky schoc '0

offered at the 7th greade level and this oftentime is dispensed with when

elementary library is available. Ilhatever other training there is on use of

the library is on a "catch as catch can basis." The objectives as stated are:',

P-416

alization is not mentioned.



r)f courre, objectives one would like to see accomplished but they are a long

of a h writing.

1;-_ the section of the chanter devoted to the library in the

school, 'be following statement is made:

'The books for young readers should be carefully selected to meet the
.?cading level of the learner, and they should be made available bo him
either in his classroom or in the library. In order to reach a greater
number of pupils, it is desirable to rotate library books among the vari-
ous classrooms so that they can be used for supplementary reading or re-
search in connection with specific study projects."

P.417

authors further state that with classroom collections at a child's disposal,

cry

he learns to refer to books as constant sources of information and the use of

library facilities thus becomes habitual and good training for later study needs.

Here the authors leave one with the distinct impression that perhaps the class-

room collection is a substitute for a central library. Their conclusions on thl

values of classroom collections are valid but students reading this text should

not be left with the idea that classroom collections alone are acceptable in the

elementary school. Classroom collections are an excellent supplement to the

centralized library, but not a substitute for it.

In the section on the library in the secondary school the authors leave

no doubt in the minds of the reader.

"Every high school should be equipped with an attractive, well - stacked
library under the direction of a trained librarian. More than that,
further library facilities shonld be available in th, classrooms, and
teachers sbuuld be encouraged not only to send their pupils to the school
library for reference material but to include the use of the classrool
library as an integral part of their daily teaching procedures."

P.41:1

The authors also agree that the high school librarian is the one who should

acquaint young people with the techniques of library use, with the classroom

teacher sharing in the responsibility.

The appearance and use of the library at the various educational levels

is 'presented with the emphasis on the primary function of the library as a place

to provide an opportunity for individual reading or study. The training stu-

dents receive while in school, say the authors, will guide their use of li-

braries when they complete their formal education.

"To the extent that they (students) were trained during their school year



in the use of the school library, they will be stimulated to continue
their education on the adult level through the utilization of public
libraries."

P.419
The personal qualities it takes to become a librarian are given. The

educational roquiremonts for those interested in the field also given.

"If they are especially interested in becoming scho-_ librarians, their
education should include the completion of a college curriculum in which
special emphasis is given to English with some training in library work.
In addition, at least one course beyond college graduation should be de-
voted to the professional curriculum for school librarians, The complete
training should include a minimum of fifteen semester hours in education,
some study of psyeholoay, and practical experience in actual library
work,"

p.419 -420
More again, the authors are out-of-date. To suggest that in order to be a

school librarian, one needs only one course in library work is outrageous. It

is true that there aren't too many colleges that offer the necessary undergrad-
uate courses to certify students as school librarians when they graduate, but

this is not to suggest that there aren't prescribed courses required for the

certification of librarians. Though all states do not have the same library

certification requirements, most states do have minimum requirements for certi-

fication. All states require that the librarian be a full-fledged teacher

first, and over and above that, most insist on additional library courses. The

18 hours required by the state of Kentucky is typical. Furthermore, there is

no requirement that says a prospective school librarian's undergraduate emphasis
must be in English..

As for the prospective future in becoming a librarian, the authors quite

correctly state that the librarian is frequently called upon to perform duties

other than those for which she has been trained and that she is often misused
and misjudged. The duties of the librarian and library assistance are many and

varied and a chart of their work is presented. The authors pay special atten-

tion to the special services of the
school librarian, particularly that of in-

struction.

"One of the most important duties of school, librarians is instructing
learners how to use the library. Pupils sometimes believe that this is
a waste of time, but there are many things that they need to learn so
that they can make efficient use of a library and its services. Time
given to instruction in the use of, a library is well spent, provided it



is not too formal or too detailed."

Any librfrien would concur with the authors insofar as they say that

is an important part of the library's function. One can agree also that many

think of it as a waste of time. Not all would agree, however, that it should

not be too formal or too detailed. Informal study of library facilities leads

to casual use. There are those among us who feel that librarians too long havo

been afraid to infringe upon.the teacher's time for a lengthy discussion of li-

brary usage. Often instruction has been watered down for fear that At will ,e-

come too lengthy and hence alienate the teachers from allowing time for it. On

the other hand since it is the-only time an opportunity is afforded to talk to

students, some librarians tend to try and pack too much into it and and up by

confusing the students. Uth our present information explosion, it would seem

that it is time instruction in information gathering techniques had better

start being formal and detailed, and a regularly scheduled time be allotted to

it
The authors encourage the participation of the teacher and the students

in the successful library program, and ways in which students can be encouraged

to use the library are given.

When it comes to citing the opportunities .o placement in school library

vice, the authors state that the outlook is good and the situation is likely

to continue. They downgrade the opportunities, however, when they state:

"Unfortunately, the extended training required to become a library:
combined wlth the relatively low salary schedules, causes many persons
whose fundamental interest lies in this work to turn to teaching intead.
Therd are many small schoolthat need the services of a teacher who can
serve as a part-time librarian. The young woman who, as she prepares ti,)
enter the teaching field, includes some library training in her college
program usally is able to find a position when she finishes her training,
and she is likely to receive a salary that is slightly higher than that
cf a full-time librarian."

A more irresponsible statement would be hard to conceive. In the first place,

though library salaries are not high, the qualified librarian receives a slight]:

higher salary than does the classroom teacher. And to suggest that the class-

room teacher with one course in library work would get more than a full-fledged

librarian makes one wonder whether the authors were aware that the librarian



first had to qualify herself as a teacher:

This is the text, that prompted this entire examination of education tex
books. After reading this chapter on the role of the library in education for

the first time, its misinformation stunned me. The fact that a 1966 copyrighted

book would be so outdated was an eye-opener. I wondered if this book stood e-

-lone in its field or if there were others that were just as inaccurate.

A re-examination of this textbook was saved until after others adopted

throughout the state were examined and I found my attitude to it somewhat more
tempered, And the reason is quite plain. These authors were, at least, aware

of the importance of the library in the educational scene and pressed their
point, Yore library coverage was given in this text than in any other one ex-
am4ned Their inforMation in many instances was grossly inaccurate and painted

a very dismal picture of the opportunities in the field, but they felt the li-

brary important enough to devote a section of their text to it.

The biggest problem with this unit, it would appear, is that it has not

been properly updated. Certain portions of this text were copyrighted as early

as 1947 and onewwonders how thoroughly subsequent editions were revised bringing

information up-to-date. Were the specific instances mentioned corrected, and
if the new concepts of the library as a media center inserted, these authors

tended to display more understanding of the role of the library than most of the
others. However, the authors did not choose to bring their material up-to-date

and as it stands now, they Imparted a distorted view of the library and the I:

brary profession; and, this chapter, taught by a teacher who did not knovrwlot

corrections to make, would be very damaging, especially in producing an im

that would tend to drive individuals from the profession.

I- ing: Extensive coverage
Erroneous statements
Distorted view
School offers library unit
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DeYoung, Chris Anthony and Richard Wynn
America_ Education. 6th ed, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1968. 55
(McGraw-Hill series in education)

.1

Text adopted by:

Georgetown College

Education 110, Survey of Education

Description of text:

The text presents a broad view of the national system of education and
is designed as a basic text in courses in education. The book is brgan-
ized on the basis of six major aspects of American cCucation: orien-
tation; organization and administration of education, including local,
county, state and national programs; areas of education, pre-elementary
through adult and continuing education; personnel in education with
chapters on students, teachers, and other personnel; provisions for edu-
cation materials and envirbnment, including curriculum, educational
material and technology, and education finances; and interpretation of
educational issues. Each chapter 'closes with a summary, group of sug-
gested activities and an annotated bibliography. The appendix includes
a code of ethics for the education profession and a glossary.

Library references:

In the index there are three references to librarians, two to librarieP.,
three to the Library of Congress, one to the Library Services and Con-
struction Act, and one to the instructional materials center. There is
no reference to the library in the table of contents.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

References to the library are scattered throughout e text. Following

through the references to the Library of Congress first, we discover its COL-

tributions to all phases of education. Its impact on international education is

felt through its exchange of materials with other countries. The services it

offers education on the national scene is referred to, as is the importance of it

as an outstanding example of the library movement for continuing education,

liThe public library movement finds its highest fulfillment in the Li-
brary of Congress in Washington, described by James Truslow Adams as
'the one which best exemplifies the dream of the greatest library in this

"land of libraries.

In chapter 10, when the authors turn their attention to adult and con-

firming education, there is a column devoted to libraries, museums, and other

cultural centers.

The free public library -ovement- stimulated by the generous gifts
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Andrew Carnegie, has made the community library almost as common as t
public school in cities and villages of all sizes. Bookmoblles have
brought libraries on wheels to villages and rural areas all over the
land...Once regarded simply as a respository for books, the modern corm
triunity library has also become an information center replete with phono-

graph records, tape recordings, films, and other multisensory aids and
equipped with reference, committee, lecture, radio, television, and peri-

,odical rooms. Many libraries conduct organized reading clubs, book re-
view circles and discussion groups. The American Library Association,
particularly through its Commission on Library and Adult Education, has
greatly influenced the library to become an educational resource for
learners of all ages,"

Ibid.

The public library is firmly established as the learning center for adult and

continuing education.

The chapter, "Other Personnel" is introduced by a large half page picture

f an elementary school library. The caption reads,

"As a member of the school's professional team, the librarian helps
pupils learn "

p.c3243

On the following page is a chart depicting the many educational specialists anti

paraprofessionals that serve the needs of the students, and the librarian is

listed among them. A section in this chapter directs attention to the librarian

role in the school, the college, the public library, and other agencies.

"A broad cultural background, enthusiasm, approachability, tact,. poise,
and understanding are indispensable traits for school librarians, who
are being recognized as important members of the faculty."

educational r,quirements for the profession are given in a very general way.

"Many institutions in the United States now provide thorough library
education. Today a school librarian should have a college education and
at least one year of library school training. In several states she must
also possess a teacher's certificate or special state certificate."

The authors then proceed to report the neglect of some school libraries.

"Unfortunately, elementary school libraries are the last to be recognized
for their importance in lifelong learning. Most elementary schools to-
day are sorely in need of libraries and librarians. Many junior high
school and high school libraries are unorganized and inadequately staffed,
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act provides federal funds for
school library resources, textbooks, and other instructional materials."

Ibid.

The opportunities for librarians to serve at the college and university level
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is mentioned along with the assistance that is provided for the training of

librarians.

"Federal loans, grants, fellowships, and traineeships are available for
educating librarians at all academic levels through the Highor EducatioA
Act, which also provides funds for library research and dc:rion5tration."

Ibid,

A paragraph is likewise devoted to public librarians. Reference is made to the

assistance offered by the federal government through the Library Services Act,

resulting in the establishing of libraries in rural territory, and expansion

of services in others. The needs in the public library field are noted.

"Additional library personnel and equipment, especially for bookmobile
services for rural areas, are urgently needed... The greatest need is
for librarians,"

Ibid.

The authors discuss the combination of school and public librarians.

" "Some persons work in public libraries controlled by boards of education,
The Educational Policies Commission envisioned the ultimate unification
of all public educational activities, in communities or areas of appro-
priate size, under the leadership Of a public education authority."

Ibid.

The librarian hired by other agencies is also mentioned.

"Among these are foundations, research associations, private firms,
educational associations, settlement houses, hotels, hospitals, and other
agencies that promote reading and research."

Ibid.

"Educational Libraries and Learning Centers" is the heading of a section

in the chapter entitled, "Educational Material and Technology." The following

role of the library in education is given.

"The modern educational library in school and college is a learning and
materials center. The library ought to be the heart of the school or
college, with arteries running into each room, and capillaries to each
pupil. The plan of extensive reading requires much supplementary mate-
rial. Therefore, administrators and teachers should be familiar with
the library and competent to guide pupils in its use

p.399

The authors go on to mention the cooperative relationships that should exist

between libraries and explain that in some small districts the school library

is operated as a branch of the city or county systems. Bookmobiles which are

increasing in number, extend services to rural areas. Tennessee is pointed out

as an example of a cooperative system.



"Tennessee is one of several states where the county circulating library
system has proved very successful. Several school districts cooperate
in the establishment of a central library system whereby books obtained
are made available by a well-planned system of circulation."

Ibid.

Recent legislation pertinent to library services is mentioned, namely, the

Higher Education Facilities Act, the Library Services and Construction Act, the

Higher Education. Pict, and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act along with

some of the various amendments to these acts.

The new technology, say the authors, has brought about a significant

change to some libraries.

"In addition to their role as depositories of books for students, they
may also include teaching machines, programmed materials, collections of
professional books and magazines for teachers... Some schools have corr-
bined their audio-visual centers with their libraries. Thus films,
slides, pictlIres, mock-ups, models, and eNhibito join books, newspapers,
and periodicals in what is often referred to as an instructional mate-
rials center."

The following evaluation of the school library is given.

HA satisfactory book collection for a library should rate fairly high on
the following points: number of titles, balance of distribution, appro-
priateness for school purposes, and recency of publication. Modern edu-
cation requires a well-balanced library in every building as a central
opportunity for extended reading experience. Furthermore, in a pupil-
centered library the emphasis is on the reader rather than the book."

Ibid.

This text presents an honest appreciation of the role that the library

performs, or can 1,erform, in education. The part the public library plays in

continuing education, no longer just a "repository for books" but an "infor-

mation center" is clarified.

The library's role in schools and colleges is stressed as a "learning

and materials center." The authors are candid in their review of the state of

some of the libraries in our public schools, the elementary schools where they

"avc the last to be recognized for their importance in lifelong learning" and

in the junior and senior high school libraries where many are "unorganized and

inadequately staffed."

The opportunities for librarians at all levels of service; public,

school, higher education and special, are adequately treated. The shortage of



librarians is particularly noted. The educational requirements for librarian-

chip. though covered in the most general of terms, attests to the scholarship
of the profession.

The financial assistance given to libraries through federal legislation

erd the kind of aid available for the training of librarians is reported.

Nine the authors make no reference to instruction in the use of the li-

brary they do establish that "administrators and teachers should be familiar
with the library and competent to guide pupils in its use." How the adminis-

trators and.teachers gain this competence, however, is not mentioned.

Finally, the Library of Congress is pointed out as the finest example

of "the greatest library in the land of libraries."

Rating: Adequate coverage
Positive view
School does not offer unit

Frasier, James E.
An Tntrodu ion_to the S udlg of Education. 3rd ed. New York, Harper &
Row, 1965. 03p., $7.95
(Exploration series in education)

Text adopted by:

University of Louisville

Education 201, Introduction to Studies in Education

Description of text:

The book is primarily directed to undergraduate classes in professional
education. The author examines some underlying ideas and reviews the
backgrounds of the important people and incidents contributing to our
emerging modern school system. Part one of the text covers the founda-
tions of American education and deals with education's role in society,
particularly the historical, philosophical, psychological, legal and
financial foundations of American education. Part two, the organization
of American education, focuses attention on the nursery school and kin-
dergarten, elementary school, secondary school, higher and adult edu-
cation. The third and final part of the text examines the role of the
teacher in American education.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional ma
rials' center in the table of contents or the index.



SUM WARY AND EVALUATION

Only one reference to the library was found in the text of this book and

was found in a discussion of the modern elementary school.

"The modern elementary school not only teaches reading, writing, and
arithmetic as well as other subjects but also provides health services,
hot-lunch programs, guidance clinic, library facilities, and recrea-
tional program and serves as a community activities center. The Ameri-
can public has demanded the continuance of many programs which were
started on a trial basis. The kindergarten, the hot-lunch program, the
guidance services are impressive evidence of this fact: The American
public wants the best for its children."

PJ.81
The library's presence as a service is thus acknowledged, the inference is m
that the American public demanded it, and then the subject is dismissed.

Ironically there are two pictures of children .onjoying the facilities

of their school library used as illustrations in the book. The caption under

one of the pictures introducing chapter 1, "What lAb Expect From Our Schools"

reads as follows:

"The PTA involves itself in many school activities. The f
in this school library were donated by the PTA."

Obviously the focus was not so much the library,

Among the pictures introducing chapter

P.7

but the activities of the PTA.

"The Elementary School" there.

is another picture of children reading books in the school library. The cap-

tion under it reads:

"The library 10 the heart of the instructional pro am of the school,
and Johnn," not only can read but does, read and read and read."

p.165

if the author really thinks that the library is the heart of the instructional

program some attention would be paid to it somewhere in the text. This book

seems to typify the kind of "lip service" to -which our libraries have become
accustomed.

tin g: Mare acknowledgment
Lip service

School did not answer Questionnaire I
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Fro: S. E., Jr.

Introduction to Education,. Collm Course Guid, Garden
New York, Doubleday, 1962. 333p., $1.75
(Doubleday college course guides, U2)

Text adopted by

Campbellsville College

Education 210, Introduction to Education
(Used in conjunction with Drewry Meece's Interdisciplinary Re 7-111'9

for Beginnintz Students in Education

Description of text:

A comprehensive study of all levels of American education, public and
private, designed to inform the student interested in the teaching pro-
fession on its background, its methodological aspects, structure of the
educational system and the many problems and techniques which one must
study in becoming a teacher. After an analysis of the character of
American education, part one is an overview of the American educational
ladders from pre-primary education through adult education. Part two
deals with educating the child and covers their needs, curriculum and
psychology of learning. Part three is on the teaching profession and
includes the welfare and :standards for teachers. Part four covers edu-
cational control and finance at the local, state and federal level.
Part five, on the problems of modern American education, deals with som .

of the criticism and current issues facing the schools. The concluding
chapter sunmarizes the goals of American education.

Library references:

There is one reference to the use of the library in education listed in
the index. In the table of contents in chapter 6, "Adult Education,"
the library is listed as a subhbeding under types of adult education.

SUM NARY AND EVALUATION

In the first chapter on the character of American education, the author

describes the modern classroom.

"Books are everywhere and seem to have superseded the teacher as th,
source of authority. Students do not hesitate to challenge the teacher
and accuse him of error when his statements do not agree with their 1
books."

.24

It looked like the author was preparing the scene for an educational system

emphasizing the role of a well-endowed library. Later the author refers to

elementary school in transition and'in discussing the changes seen in the ele-

mentary school facilities) he points out that the old multi-storied boxlike

structures are giving way to sprawling one-story buildings.
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"I:vbrkrooms, libraries, laboratory areas, closet and storage space,
running water and sink facilities, and a host of other facilities are
available, making possible a range and flexibility of activities hardly
dreamed of by the teacher of a few generations ago."

p.68

This unfortunately ends any further reference to the role of the library in

the public school.

The section on the library which is referred to in the index and

table of contents is in reference to the public library. It is 13 lines long

and appears in the chapter on adult education as one of several types of adult

education, namely, the public school, the club, the library and education by

mail,

l'Everylvhere one finds libraries equipped to offer the adult population
learning opportunities as varied as its interest and needs. Today there
are few emmunities of any size in the nation without a public library.
Here men and women of all ages come to read, study, take books home, or
to avail themselves of the many other advantages offered. Success is
measured not by the number of books on the shelves but by the quantity
taken out or used. Books are supplemented by documents, magazines,
clipping files, microfilm materials, photographs, films, recordings, and
numerous other materials. In the larger cities are specialized sections
of libraries staffed by experts in the fields of specialization to help
readers and students. The modern library is, among other things, a vapt
agency of adult education, helping the population, at every age, to con-
tinue its learning."

P.107-1W
The emphasis is entirely upon the public library's role in the continuing edun

cation of an individual.

In the tae chapter of the book on some of the current issues in edu-

cation, the author speaks of censorship.

"Very few would argue that there should be no censorship of books, maga-
zines, television, radio, library, and the companions with which one
associates. The controversy arises when we came up against the conflicts
between censorship and freedom.

There are those who would examine all books used in the schools te
east out every statement, idea, or reference that challenges the status
q110. Others would not go so far, but would keep all textbooks and o' h2:
reading matter free of material that might bring into question their
eonvictions.and most cherished beliefs. Ail1 others would remove from
the schools anything that might be offensive to a minority group in the
community."

Pc315

The author dwells on the subject for appro mately two pages and raises some o f



the criticisms directed towards certain books, texts and other materials in

school. He mentions that Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn was removed from the

school libraries of New York City at one time because of the Negro character,

Jim, that appeared in the book. He SUMS up the controversy by suuesting four

ways which to handle the problem. His second proposal recommends that

teachers and parents place before the c 1 only that material with which ti r,

child can deal safely in terms of his maturity of judgment. The author's third

proposal is this,

"Textbooks and other educational materials must he selected as tools for
learning, not as statements of local orthodoxy or conforming to the corn-
munity mores. Then they are so selected, they will of a necessity be
adjusted to the needs of the pupil as a developing citizen in A. democ-
racy."

p.316

He does no state who is responsible for selecting these "other educational

materials" he refers to. Since his other references are directed towards the

teacher, one assumes that this too is directed towards the teacher since no

reference to the librarian in the public rchool can be found anywhere. The

is no reference to the very pertinent School Library Bill of Rights which so

wisely sets down guiding principles for selection of materials.

All in all, though the author did recognize the role of the library in

adult education, he found no occasion to recognize its role in public school

education. He acknowledged that books play a part in education and the adult

who is out of school, in order to get books and other educational materials,

may utilize the rablic library. As for any positive function that a library

might have in the public school, this author found none worth mentioning.

Rating: Mere acknowledgmEnt
Lip service
School offers library unit

Jobnathan Murray
Elementary Education Today and Tomorrm Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1967,
30np., .95
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adopted by:

lIestern Kentucky University
Education 1CO3 Introduction to Elementar

Dr,2scription of text:

This text describes the newer developments in elementary education for
prospective teachers. Chapter 1 deals with the techniques of improving
lealning. Chapter 2 discusses the goals and purposes of education.
Chapters 3 and 4 deal with the child. Chapter 5 looks at the child in
the role of learner and chapter 6 looks at what the teacher does to
facilitate learning. Chapter 7 describes some of the technological
changes in education. Chapter 3 focuses attention on curriculum devel-
opments. Chapters 9 and 10 present certain aspects of-the problems of
dealing with handicapped and talented children. Chapter 11 examines
evaluation of child progress. Chapter 12 presents the changing organi-
zation of the elementary school. Chapter 11 probes controversy in the
schools and chapter 14 deals with teaching as a profession. Each chap-
ter is concluded with a summary and en annotated list of suggested
readings. The appendix includes a code of ethics of the education pro-
fession and an explanation of statistical terms used in understanding
research reports.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional
materials center in the table of contents or the index.

SUMARY AND EVALUATION

u_a_ion

In the first chapter on improving your on learning, the author contehrls

that,

"Observation of boys and girls of all ages is necessary if the concepts
you acquire in child development courses are to have meaning."

P.3
He suggests that a "September Experience" can be helpful and defines the term,

"Some institutions also help you arrange a September Experience, which
enables you to serve as a teacher aid in the nearest elementary school
for a week or two at the opening ofpublic schools, which usually begin
prior to the college fall term."

P.4

One such experience that he recommends is that of providing clerical assist-

ance in the library. Of these September Experiences the author says,

"Students who have had such experiences find them extremely valuable in
terms of a better understanding of children, of elementary education,
and of what they have yet to learn to be an effective teachen"

P,5
In this same chapter students are d to read widely, and the author
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explains some of the tools of research. He suggests that they know and ue

the Education Index which he explains to them. In addition he recc=cnds the

Children's,Catalog to them so as to acquaint them with children's books.

also present- a list of professional periodicals with which they should be

"Do sure to at least examine the materials in order o have a good
of where to look for what you need. A good orientation now will save
hours and hours of lost motion later in your college career."

p. 6-7

The author then offers the following suggestion,

"Most institutions training elementary teachers have an instructional
materials center where textbooks, children's books, programed materials,
recordings, and film strips are available. While descriptions in-cata-
logues present some idea of content, there is no substitute for actually
reading, listening to, or previewing these materials. This process
should continue during your entire teacher education progl-am, The more
familiar you are with materials and their use, the more effective a
teacher you will become."

p.9

Though the author urged all students who wanted to become effective

teachers to utilize the facilities of the Instructional Materials Center

during their teacher training program, he never again Suggests that the li-

brary in the school might be utilized to assist the teacher in job performance.

Even when the author is discussing how technology has improved learning, and

mentions use of television, projected materials, au'io possibilities, pro-

grammed learning, and other resources for learning, he does not mention the

library in conne,Gion with the provision of these materials. It isn't until

the final chapter that the author offers any concrete evidence that libraries

e:cist in the elementary school. He is depicting some of the career opportun-

ities for the teacher and he mentions areas in which one may specialize.

"The elementary school librarian is a position which is definitely on
the increase. Such an individual should have broad training as an
elementary teacher plus specialized library and audio-visual training."

78

In the first chapter of the text the author offers the suggestion, a-

wong many suggestions, that providing clerical assistance in the library would

be helpful to orient the student to the ways of children and a deeper under-

standing of elementary education and teaching. In the final chapter, he ex-

plains that positions as elementary school librarians are "definitely on the
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increase." But where lens the library in between? Its role as a multi-media

center was not mentioned - though the multi media were. The assistance a li-

brary can offer in the way of materials for the handicapped was not mentioned

though teaching the handicapped 1,m, s. The library as an independert study col-

ter was not mentioned though the problem of educating the gifte =d was. The clue

might be in the term udefinitely on the increase,n Perhaps there aren't

enough libraries in the elementary school yet to have made much of an impact.

Rating: Mere ment
Negative view
School does not offer library unit

Lueck, Willimn R. and others
Effective- Secondary Education. Minneapolis, Burgess Publishing Company,
1-966. 445P., $7.50
(Burgess education series)

Text adopted by:

Spalding College
Education 439 Fundamentals of Secondary Education

Description of text:

This book is designed primarily for prospective secondary school
teacher with emphasis being placed on the skills required in teaching.
Five other authors assisted Mr. Lueck in the publication of this book:
Charles W Edwards, Elwood G. Campbell, Clayton F. Thomas, Leo E. East-
man, Will D. Zeller. There are chapters on the aims of the high
school; the teacher and curriculum improvement; motivation and interes4z

courses, units and daily lessons; improving classroom pro-
cedures; instructional materials and equipment; using the community in
teaching; teaching small groups; teaching slow and fast learners; im-
proving school discipline; guiding extraclass experiences; end the
evaluation of learning. Each chapter concludes with a list of projects
and activities, suggested readings, and a list of references.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarian or instructional mate-A
rials center in the table of contents or the index.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

In the chapter on the teacher and curriculum improvement, when the

authors refer to those individuals that participate in curriculum planning,
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seemed that a reference to the librarian might be made.

"At various times, state officials, boards of education, rintendc-
of schools, curriculum experts, teachers, students, and laymen enter
the task of planning the curriculum."

p, 6

The librarian is not _mentioned nor is she later mentioned when the makeup

the curriculum committee is suggested..

"The board of education, administrative staff, teacher', students, and
...cmmunity may all be represented on this committee."

n. ,7

The library's primary function is to supplement and enrich the curriculum

Idien a new curriculum is planned, books on the subject under consideration

should be available in the library well in advance of the actual offering,

Librarians, to keep their collections sip -to -date and effective, should be a-

ware of any prospective curriculum changes and should be a part, of any cur-

riculum comittee. This textbook does not recognize that the librarian might

be able to make a positive contribution to such a committee or, as a result

of her awareness of contemplated curriculum changes, to provide improved fa-

cilities.

In speaking of the core curriculum, the first reference to the library

is made.

"The instruction in a core class begins with a problem to be solved.
In solving the problem, the students gather the necessary data wherever
they can; subject lines disappear, and the teacher must be prepared to
direct students to information in many fields and locations. The li-
brary) the community, and points even more distant provide sources of
information."

P.45

The reference is not necessarily directed towards the library in the school.

It could be referring to any library.

In one of the chapters on improving classroom procedures, attention is

focused on study habits. An illustration is given on how students can be

taught.proper study habits.

"Let's find out'frorn the librarian what books we have on studying.'
Each suggestion given was used to the fullest extent. The teacher

and the librarian found all the available books and articles on how to
study,. Additional books were obtained from the nearby state library."

p.201

The suggestions from these books were compiled, giving the students some



idea for improvement of their own habits. The practical use of the fecilitic.3

of the library in an isolated incidence is thus given; but, the focus is stdd7

habits, not the library.

In the chapter on instructional materials and equipment, the library is

mentioned in several instances as the place where one can locate the various

types of materials.

"Pictures may be obtained from many sources, such as magazines, news-
papers, advertising circulars, old books, travel bureaus, and public
and school libraries."

p.211

"Models may be stored for further use, or sometimes the library will
have areas in which models can be stored or displayed when not in use
by the classroom teacher."

p. 15

"If a few overhead projectors are available in a school, some means
ign-out will be necessary to maintain adequate use of the machines.

This procedure can be moot easily handled by the school office, audit
visual center, or the library."

p.217

"Your library is the first place to go to locate films. The librarian
will have catalogues that describe many films and will tie ready to sug-
gest other sources. City and county school systems have their own
audio-visual library."

p.222

,in, the attention is not directed towards the library, but the media.

In discussing the teaching of slow learners, the authors give a list of

activities that can be developed to help educate slow learners to the peak of

their abilities. One of these activities for the teacher is selecting bettor

reading materials for them. The part that a library can play in this is

mentioned.

"Slow learners will need guidance and encouragement in using the li-
brary resources of the community. Skill in using reference works
should be specifically developed through direct instruction and simple
research activities."

p.285

The reference is to the library resources of the community. One wonders why

the school library resources were ignored. Unfortunately, the part a library

can play in, -educating the rapid learners did not even merit this kind of

reference.

In a chapter dealing with extraclass experiences, the various types of
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non-class activities are cited such as the student council, clasLt crgani

ticns, school assembly: commencement exorcises, school clubs, school spor

the homeroom, social activities, publications, musical activities, speech and

dramatic! s, The only reference to be found regarding the library is in the

section dealing with club activities.

uObviously) every club will have a variety of programs in line with
its purposes as stated in the constitution. A library club will have
activities concerned tires th books and literature.

nowhere in this text was the library cited in a mann

P.37

which directed

attention rn the value of the library itself and its proper utilization by the

system of which it is a part or the teachers it serves.

ing: Mere acl nowledgment

Negative view-

School does not offer library unit

1cece, Drewry, Jr., ed.

Interdisciplinary Reading. For Beginning Students in Education.
New York, Solec-Led Academic Readings, 1969. Various paging, $5.,,,5

Text adopted by:

Campbellsville College

Education 210, Introduction to Education
(Used, in conjunction with Frost's Introduction_to American
Education

Description of text:

This is a book of, readingo designed as a supplementary text for use by
beginning students of professional education. All the articles in this
compilation except one by the editor, have previously appeared in a
professional journal. The 25 articles have been divided into four
categor=ies: students, teachers, theory-method, and organization.

Library references:

There is no index and none of the articles pertain to the library
according to the table of contents.

SUMNARY AND EVALUATION

None of the articles included in this collection of readings pertain

to the role of the library in education and an evaluation is meaningless.
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This is a hook of readings designed to supplement a text, and the selection CI:

articles to be incorporated was made by the Chairman of the Department of Edu-

cation of the responding school. In reply to questionnaire I, this editor was

dicsatisfied with the textbook ha was using, and presumably this hook of

readings was designed, to supplement and enrich that presentation. One migint

have hoped, however, for inclusion of some article on the library's role ,1n

education in this compilation, since there was no recognition of that role in

the text.

Rating: Text not pertinent
Used in conjunction with another text.
School offers library unit

Meyer, Adolphe E.
An Educational Hi tory.of the American People. 2d ed. New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1967. $7.95
(Foundations in education

Text adopted by:

Cumberland College
Education 131, Introduction to Education

Description of text:

A history of education as seen against the background of the social
history which gave it being. The book is divided into three pmts:
beginning', gro-oth and evolution, and coming of age. Footnotes have
been removed from this edition of the text and a 56 page section of
bibliographical notes, arranged by chapters, has been appended.

Library references:

There are three references to libraries and one to the Library Company
of Philadeluhia in the index. Mere are no references to the library
in the table of contents.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

The first reference to libraries was in the chapter "Southern Laissez

7alre" when the author discusses the independence of the great planters in the

South during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He mentions the"sn-

perbly stocked" personal libraries of men like Robert Carter, John Mercer and

the younger William Byrd,



In a later cha)ter, "Middle Colony Parochialism," the e ernes for

knowledge manifested itself in the need for first-rate books, says the author.

Benjamin Franklin's creation, in 3742, of the Library Company of Philadelphia

was 0 result. This was perhaps the first subscription library in the New

Uerld and was soon copied throughout the colonies.

About this same time, a Quaker, James Logan, began acquiring his lib_rsr

ons of the largest in the land, with holdings in the sciences that had no equal.

He loaned his books generously and upon his death left them to his fellow BIllEI.-

delphiais, housed in a mansion of their own.

The author final reference to libraries is in a chapter entitled

"After Yorktown." Here he refers to Jefferson's support of learning by spon-

soring a bill before the Virginia House of Burgesses for the creation of free

public libraries.

If there were other references to libraries, they were not detected.

This history of education text recognized the growth of the library movement

from its beginnings in personal collections, to subscription libraries and then

to free public libraries. The library's emergence in the public schools or its

place in higher education were not covered,

aatin Text not pertinent
School does not offer library unit

Morris, Van Cleve, and others

Becoming an_Educator; an introduction by specialists to the study and
practice of education. Poston, Houghton hifflin, 1963. 409p., 7.50

Text adopted by:

Transylvania College

Education 244, Introduction to Education

criotion of text:

This text is designed for presentation to the beginning student on the
possibility of becoming an educator. Each chapter is written by a
teacher training specialist. Part one and two deal with what the study
of education includes and the basic foundations that an individual must
know and understand to become a teacher, such as the history of education,
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philosophy of education, sociology of education and educational psy-
chology. Part three, "Education in Action," and four, "The Educational.
Profession," deal with the current practices of education. Included
are chapters on elementary education, secondary education, higher edu-
cation, educational administration and finance, School counseling and
a concluding chapter on teaching as a career. At the end of each chap-
ter is a group of questions for discussion And an annotated reading
list. The appendix includes a code of ethics for teachers. The ten
specialists who wr6te,the various chapters are Van Cleve Morrir;, Adolphe
E. Meyer, RobertJv)Havighurst, Frederick J. McDonald, Harold G. Shane
and June G. Mulry, J. , Galen Saylor, John S. Diekhoff, Herold C. Hunt
and C. Gilbert M.enn.

Library references:

In the index there are two references to libraries, one to materials
center, and one to the Library Services Act. No reference appears in:
the table of contents.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

The first reference to libraries is in a chapter on the history of edl-

cation written by Adolphe E. Meyer. He is discussing the influence that Horace

Mann had on education, particularly looking at the educational revival in the

early 1000's in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

"The school year was lengthened, the number of public high schools was
augmented, libraries were increased and enlarged, and, to cap it all,
supervision was dignified professionally and made more effective."

p.34

The second reference to libraries is found in Robert J. Havighurst's

chapter, "The Sociology of Education." In speaking of nonpersonai agents of

socialization such as the book, the film, the recording, or the teleVision

program he states,

"Books and libraries are major socializing influences. Children form
concepts of appropriate and desirable behavior from the heroes they read.
about, and they can imitate those heroes, though it is doubtful whether
a character in a book is ever as effective a model for a child's behav-
ior as are some of the people with whom he cones into personal contact."

p.101

Obviously, libraries are where the books are kept and in this respect they are

socializing influences.

Harold G. Shane and June G. Mulry in their chapter on "Elementary Edu

cation" discuss the school day and give a schedule of activities for the week.

In a chart depicting a week in second or third grade in a partially integrated

program, a library period is scheduled under the heading, social studies.
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airing this period the students are,

"Finding and summarizing information about the airport."
p.[043

Later) in their reading class, they are continuing to find information about

the airport. thilc nothing specifically is said in the text about integrating

library use with curriculum planning, a student examin *.E1, the eh rt crirefulluy

can see how the two can be tied together.

Later in this same chapter, the authors devote a 14 line paragraph to

the value of instmIctional materials centers.

"The establishment of ?learning centers' in elementary school is a
trend that appears to have great promise. Such centers are reservoirs
of information to be used by children and, in their moat highly devel-
oped form, combine library resources, science and arts materials, and
teaching aids of many kinds. But the learning center offers more than
a mere amalgam of conventional and newly devised ',00ls and aids to
learning. In a small but growing number of schocis, it is a reference
source and individualized learning resource for children; a stimulating
place staffed by highly competent professional persons who understand
child growth and development, are skilled in working with teachers, aro
thoroughly familiar with the materials, and have an excellent academic
background. It is the task and challenge of the learning-center direc-
tor to help individual children and groups enrich and extend their
classroom experiences in a milieu of books, films, and other educatio
media.'!

p.202

This is one of the few references detected in any of the texts attesting pos-

itively to the "competent professional," and "skilled" personnel who manage

the centers. The reference is to a mall number of schools with such centers

but the authors recognized the centers as a "reference source and individual-

ized learning resourc ' for children, not just a place where various media

were stored.

The chapter, "Secondary Education," written by J. Galen Saylor presents

the curriculum and pro&am of the secondary school and points out extra-class-

room activities

"In addition to the courses offered, most schools sponsor a large vari-
ety of e:ctra-classroom activities such as a student council inter-
scholastic athletic yearbook, and numerous special-interest clubs. The
school also provides special services, including guidance and coun
seling, transportation, and health, food, and job-placement services
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The library is not mentioned among the extraclassroom activities c or as a

special service of the school. However, later on, when the author refer s to

the years ahead in secondary education, he does make a reference to the librar

"The specialized services of the secondary school are being oxp led.

This is particularly true of guidance and counseling, But greater,pro-
visions are being made for libra service and for assistance to pupils
who wish to carry on research projects in extra -class programs."

p.245-246

John g. Diekhoff in his chapter entitled "Higher Education" spealcs of

the extracurricular Program of the college or univer.,i

"A book addressed to undergraduates need hardly tell them that the
classroom, laboratory, library, and dormitory-study aro not the whole
of college, but readers may need to be reminded that organized extra-
curricular activities are characteristic of undergraduat 'colleges

The library is established as part of the regular curricular program, but what

part it plays i_s not otherwise mentioned. Later in speaking of functions of

faculty committees, he states,

"Faculty committees meet to review divisional and department recommen-
dations, to study the academic calendar, to allocate office, laboratory,
and classroom space, to plan library policy (perhaps to allocate libravf
funds to divisions and departments to recommend editors for student
publications..."

p.277

This statement established the library as being a matter of special conce

to the faculty, a facility' in which they have a direct voice. The author

speaking of the enrollment boom in higher education matter-of-factly states

"New classroom buildings, new laboratories, expanded libraries and other
physical facilities ore being built, of course, but building progrms
characteristically lag behind apparent need."

p.

A chapter by Herold C. Hunt, "Educational Administration and Finance"

to the assistance given libraries by the federal government.

"The Office of Education also administered...$7,542,0C0 in federal
monies for development of rural libraries under the Library Services
Act."

p.319

Since thiS book carries a 1963 copyright, one would not find any reference to

the later program of the federal government relative to libraries, the Elemen-
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t=erry and Secondary Education Act.

This textbook affords t good opportunity to comare the views of the

library expressed by several authors at varying levels of education. The

uowth of libraries is recognized in the historical development of education.

The library is seen as having a major socializing influence on children.

the elementary level, an examole of integration of the library in curriculum

planning i6 given and special attention paid to the new trend in establishment

of learning centers with competent professional personnel. The library

is seen as an information center and an individualized learning resource for

children. At the high school level the library was omitted as one of the spe-

cial services of the school though casual reference was later made that spe-

cialized services were being expanded, among them library services. The

assistance given libraries by federal programs was mentioned. The library,

higher education, was looked upon as a definite part of the curricular program

and establishment of library policies was shown as the responsibility of the

faculty.

In this text one can detect a significant contribution of the library

at the various levels of education in all but one area, secondary education.

It is strange that this level should display more disinterested treatment than

the elementary level where school libraries are relatively few in number.

Rating: Adequate coverage
Positive view
School did not answer Questionnaire I

Nerbovig, Marcella H. and Herbert J. Klausmeier
Taachina in the Elementary School. 3rd ed. New York, Isar per _ Row,
1969. 612p., $9.95

Text adopted by

Thomas Mere College
Education 320, lundamenta _s of Elementary Education

Description of text:

This is a book on the educational practices in the elementary school,
incorporating many of the significant advances in the system - its



objectives, content and sequence, instructional materials, to aching;
methods, placement and monitoring of pupils, organization for in

building and equipment, and evaluation procedures. Mere are 17
chapters divided into three parts: foundations of curriculum, arons of
instruction and pr oqress of the individual. Each chapter is cored udod
with a is of questions and activities, along with reference for fur-
ther reading.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional
rials center in the table of contents or the index.

SUMARY AND EVALUATION

The fir --t reference to libraries is in a discussion of materials and

resources which advance the effectiveness of classroom instruction. Here the

authors cite the following:

"Library books (as differentiated from textbooks) can also help make
instruction more maninaful. Current materials, including newspapers
and magazines, as well as paperback books, servos useful educational
purposes. For adults,reading is still probably the most widely used
method of gaining information. The most advantageous use of printed
materials, especially textbooks, i:1,the classroom defends primarily on
the teacher's ability to select instructional materials wisely and to
use them intelligently."

p.16-17

The authors then go on to state that the reading of printed matters is aug-

mented by the use of visual_ aids. The point is thus made that books are i...

portent to learning and in order to differentiate between textbooks and other,

books they use the term, "library" books.

In the chapter) "Organizing People and Resources" the authors discuss

the various materials of instruction and refer to the challenge that has been

made towards the traditional, view of the textbook as the "backbone" of the

curriculum. They state that in the modern classroom the text is primarily an

"outline or springboard" which is supplemented by multiple tuts which in turn

are supplemented by reference books, classics, and current materials.

"The most-used materials can still be found in the classroom, and books
still make up the largest part of the library, but the concept of the
library is changing to the broader concept of a "learning center."
(Learning centers are also known as "materials centers" or "resources
centers.") A learning center differs from a library chiefly in that
it contains more multi-sensory media for learning, including programed
material. Learning centers make direct_ available to the pupil less
frequently used resources of the type that were formerly handled by the



teacher, such as tape recorders and film-strip projectors and some of
the machines that have come into more recent use in schools, such as
single-concept, cartridge-film projectors, micros °pee, and others,"

P-158
This is the extent of the coverage of the changing concept of the library, but

the role uf the library is at least referred to in its proper context, as an

aid to learning. Furthermore, the library's value as a repository of printed

materials is not considered secondary to-its value as a depository for audio-

visual materials.

In the same chapter the authors proposed as an activity for study, the

following:

"Inventory a classroom, a school, and a learning center for materials.
How many different kinds can you list. Aat would you request if y-ou
were a teacher in that school?"

P.173

Another question, likewise advises the student to visit en innovative school

and discover the location of new learning materials. All of these references

attest to a growing awareness of the "new look" in libraries.

In the chapter on "Balancing the Reading Program" the authors Propose

the importance of instruction in the use of the library.

"Instruction in using a library or learning center may have begun in
the primary grades. In connection with a unit such as the one on the
human body, the first unit of the year for this grade, the whole class
may have a review in using the library. Time is set aside for recre-
ational reading, and at the same time a purpose for using the library
is established. The teacher or librarian leads a class discussion on
the library resources and procedures. The class explores the library
and becomes familiar with it. The class receives specific instruction
in the use of the card catalog and in the location and checking out of
books...

Not all children learn how to secure information readily. Nor
are all schools equipped with well-organized libraries (Fig. '7.5), On
the other hand, some schools have learning resources centers that ex,-
tend the concept of the library considerably by including materials
such as audio tapes and visuals for individual children to use and by
providing professional or lay personnel to help pupils. Iherefore,.each
teacher has to adapt to the available resources and the abilities of the
children. Limn necessary or desirable, some teachers make extensive use
of city libraries or traveling "ibraries to supplement room libraries,"

p.229-230

In this entire section of the text which discusses areas of instruction, the

authors recognize the importance of varied materials being made available so
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that students might learn more readily. Pictures of children taking advantage

of the facilities of their library are presented on pages 199, 209, 229, 231,

25:1 and 408. The authors do not diminish the value of the printed materials

as over against the audio-visual materials either. They suggest that the wise

teacher learns to use both to advantage.

Nhile this text does not have a unit unto itself devoted to the role of

the library in elementary education, the authors, nonetheless, assign a very

positive role to the library in the education of the child. They not only af-

firmed the library's role in providing materials for all subject disciplines,

painted as well as audio-visual,-but they focused attention on the use of two

particular kinds of reference aids, the dictionary (p.211-213) and the ency-

clopedia (p.228-229). One has the feeling,.after examining this text that the

authors have found the elementary library a very real asset in the education of

children and they will foster the same feeling of respect among the students

studying this text.

Rating: Adequate coverage
Positive view
School does not offer unit

Oliva, Peter F.
The Secondary School Today. Nevi York, World, 1967. /42p., $7.50

Text adopted by:

ThomaS More College
Education 360, Fundam s, of Secondary Education

cription of text:

This book is planned to meet the requirements of a comprehensive course
in secondary school principles and methods. The text is divided into
seven units, with each unit preceded by the objectives of the unit and
followed by a summary, list of class and evaluation activities, and an
annotated bibliography, Unit 1, "The Emergence of the Modern Secondary
School," gives a brief history of secondary education and the status of
the secondary schobl teacher. Unit 2, "The Secondary School Curriculum
Today," considers the sociological forces affecting the curriculum, de-
velopments in major su -ject fields, and current practices and inno-
vations. Unit 3, "Planning For Instruction," illustrates the learning

ent a _
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unit, resource unit, and lesson plan. Unit 4, "The Instructional Fl o=
cess," describes techniques of instruction and learning theory. UuiL

"Guidance for the Classroom Teachers," offers an understanding of the
guidance role of the teacher. Unit 6, "Discipline and Control," de-
scribes behavior problemo and corrective measures that may be employed.
Unit 7, "Evaluation," considers testing and other means of measurement.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians, or instructional
materials center in the table of contents or the index.

9UMT1ARY AND EVALUATION

The first reference to a library was in the chapter devoted to the his-

t rical developMent of the secondary school. Benjamin Franklin in the middle

of the 18th century made the following recommendations for an academy.

"That a house be provided for the academy... That the house be furnished
with a library (if in the country, if in the town, the town library may
serve) with maps of all countries, globes, some mathematical instruments,
an apparatus for experiments in Natural Fhilosophy, and for Yechanics;
prints of all kinds, prospects, buildings, machines, etc."

p.11

In his proposals Franklin advocated such modern notions as an instructional

materials center, says the author. IA:hen later in this same chapter, federal

participation in education is reported, the services extended to libraries is

covered. Among the benefits of the various legislative acts, the author cites

the National Defense Education Act as authorizing library science institutes,

the Higher Education Act for improvements of libraries, and the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act for strengthening of-library resources.

In discusoing the cycles of criticism directed toward the secondary

school, the author states,

"bhen we look at the paucity of instructional materials and library
books, the shortage of teachers, and the lack of classrooms, we cannot
say that schools are extravagant."

p.26

The criticism directed towards the schools as subversive is dismissed as being

on the wane since the 1950's, though the author mentions occasional flare-ups.

"Occasionally super-patriots and right-wing groups attack some state-
ments of teachers or some library books."

Ibid

The chapter, "Changing Content of the Secondary School Curriculum, '

covers developMents in the major subject fields. After speaking of the academia;
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program, the author turns his attention towards the supplementary curriculum,

"By supplementary curriculum we mean all those activities that fall
outside the usual scope of the academic program... A well-rounded sup-
plementary curriculum includes clubs of many kinds, student assimbli
social affairs, athletic groups, class organizations, and a student
council."

p.105

Since the library was not spoken of in relation to any of the academic dis-

ciplines, and by definition, did not fit into the supplementary curriculum, one

wonders where it does fitt

In observing current curricular practices in regard to the academically

talented and gifted student, the author suggests independent study.

"They may work in the library or at independent study centers in the
school or even in the back of the classroom."

p.119

Cooperation with institutions of higher education in the area is also suggested,

"Students also utilize the college's library resources and call on
professors for assistance."

p.120

It isn't until the author speaks of the high school of J9':5 that a pos-

itive utilization of the library for all students is mentioned. Kimball Wiles

remarks are quoted.

"Wiles sees the establishment of a Materials Center in which students
may schedule teaching machines for working on their basic skill:,. He
states: 'Machines will teach basic skills as effectively and efficiently
as a teacher... Two librarians, one to issue programs and the other to
help on request, and a staff of mechanical technicians will supervise
the work of two hundred students. Disorder will be at a minimum because
each person will work on his own level and with his own goals. More-
over, each student will work in a private sound-proofed cubicle.'"

p.126

The author paraphrases idles by saying that in future schools,

"Opportunities to specialize will be provided in a variety of ways
through shops, studios, work laboratories, work-study programs, and
seminars in the content fields. These seminars will be limited to
fifteen pupils and will meet for two two-hour periods per week. Stu-
dents will spend the remainder of their time conducting independent r
search in the library or laboratories."

Ibid.

In the chapter devoted to planning a learning unit, only one reference

to the library was detected and this was when teachers were advised to prepare



bibliographies for their students so that they could pursue their study of the

topics.

"Rooks and magazines should be listed in an acceptable bibliographical
form so that the reference may be readily found in the library or
ordered from its source."

p.165

In a later chapter on planning a resource unit, one of the activities

for students involved in a unit on the U.N. is library oriented, though not

necessarily school library oriented.

"Assemble working library of information on the topic. This will in-
clude school and community libraries' materials; newspa ors and maga-
zine articles; books and pamphlets of materials."

A second activity suggests that students,

"Write to United Nations Headquarters for general information."
Ibid.

In a chapter devoted to the techniques of instruction the teacher is

told that the learning base can be broadened.

"The teacher can broaden the learning base by reaching beyond the
adopted text materials. Magazines and newspapers furnish plentiful
sources for pictorial and descriptive materials. The teacher can make
effective use of all library resources in the community, including the
public library if there is one It, is helpful for the teacher to go
into the public library, discover the extent of resources, and estab-
lish a working relationship -with the public librarian. He should make
it a point when he first enters a community as a teacher to find out
what audio-visual aids are owned by the local school system, aids
can be obtained from state sources, and what supplementary budget is
available _'or purchase and rental of audio-visual aids."

Cooperation with the public library is to be commended but the author might

have mentioned that one of the responsibilities of a teacher entering a school

system for the first time, is to see what kind of materials are available in

the school library first. Is this a matter so obvious that no reference is
needed? The teacher's responsibility towards seeing that material is provided

in the school library is nowhere touched upon.

This text is disappointing in its treatment of the library. Outside the

references on the historical development of libraries and their irosr:ible future

development, little is said about the library.

The author boldly states that "when we look at the paucity of instruc-



tional materials and library bo s...wre cannot say that schools are extrav-

agant," With this, he seems to dismiss the value of the school library. He

does not present the school library as a part of the academic curriculum or

the supplementary curriculum, The gifted student is encouraged to utilize the

resources of the school library, or an independent study center, or the back

of the classroom, or a nearby college library. The teacher in Preparing a

bibliography is urged to use acceptable form so that students may find materi

in the library, or froM the publisher. In gathering material for a resource

unit on the UN, they are advised to find information in the school or commu-

nity library and, as if the author did not expect them to have much success

in this area, write directly to the United Nations Headquarters for such in-

formation. Finally the teacher is urged to make effective use of the library

resources in the community. This is sound advice. Even here, however, the

author raises doubts when he suggests that the teacher use the public library

"if there is one."

In every instance the author gives an alternative to using the library.

It is almost as if he is saying the library isnTt really necessary. Past per-

formance, very obviously, has led this author around school library utilization

and any student reading this text would not expect the public school library

to play any significant role in education at the secondary level - not Lt any

rate until he got into the high school of 19:!,5.

Rating: klere ack nowledgment

Negative view
School does not offer library unit

Perkins, Hugh V.

Human Deg, elenment and Learning.' imont Calif., Wadsworth Publishing
Company, 1969. 616p., $7.95

Text adopted by

Eurray State University

Education 102, Child Growth and Development
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Description of to A:

This book deals with the psychological foundations of education. It

focuses on the processes of development and learning and the inter-
relationship among these, processes. Extensive use is made of case-
record materials. ma book is organized into five parts, the first
dealing with the needs, the procedures and motivations in human behrrf-
ior, Part II examines the processes that shape development and learn-
ing: the physical organism and its growth, the interpersonal environ-
ment, cultural environment, environment of the peer group, and the self.
Part III deals with the emerging individual in relation to the develop-
mental tasks he encounters at successive stages of childhood and ado-
lescence. Part IV on learning and the educative process includes chap-
ters on the nature aild theories of learning, readiness for learning one.
the outcomes of learning. Part V examines the job of the teacher in
organizing and applying knowledge of human behavior so as to faciliate
development and learning. This section includes chapters on organizing
the classroom, evaluation, the students who need special,help, and
teaching and the educative process. A summary, study ciu4stions, sug-
gested read in and a list of films are included at the end' f each_
chapter.

Librar references:

No reference is made to the library, librarian or instructional mate-
rials center in the table of contents or the index.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

One would not c:Tect to find much information on the library's role in

education in a text of this kind. However, some reference to the role the li-

brary can play in helping to establish a climate of learning might be consid-

ered appropriate to the subject matter of this book. If such information was

given, it was no:t detected.

One reference was spotted in a chapter on organizing the classroom for

learning when the author discusses the role of motivation in discovery. He

recounts a study by Bert Kersh to test the hypotheses that discovpry learning

is superior to rote learning because it is more meaningfUl. An algebraic

problem was given to three groups of students: one group received no help,

one group received some help, one group was given the rule to work the problem,

More understanding was evident in the some-help :group, while least understand-

ing was shown in the rule-given group. The motivation for learning was .so

great in the no-help group, however, that some of them went so far as to look

- the algebraic formula in the library.

For librarians, the significance of this study is that if motivation is
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high enough, the students will use the library for information.

Rating: Text not pertinent
School does not offer library un

Petersen, Dorothy G.
The Elementary School Teacher. New York, Appl on-Century -C
1964. 570p., ,p .75

Te .t adopted by:

Spalding College

Education 311, Fundamentals of Elementary Education

cription of text:

The book focuses upon the roles and responsibilities of the elementary

classroom teacher as the most important feature in the educational pro-
gram. Part I examines both the position and the competencies of t1;e
oerson. Part II discusses the teacher's relationship with the children,
their parents and professional colleagues. Part III examines the
teacher's duties in guiding the learning process. Chapters are offcroc,
on creating a desirable environment, organization for learning, im-
proving curriculum, providing for individual differences, using instrun-
tional materials, and appraising ,growth. Part IV discusses the
teacher's continuing growth and the problems associated with clemente
school teaching. Each chapter concludes with a summary,.topice for
thought and discussion, list of projects and activities, and a bibli-
ography.

Library references:

In the index of the book there is one reference to the classroom li-
brary, one to the professional library, and one to the instructional
materials center. In the table of contents there is a subheading for
the instructional materials center.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

The first index reference leads to the chapter on creating a dcsirable

learning environment where a two paragraph section is devoted to the class-

room library.

"No other factor is more important for stimulating children's intez-nst
in rending than an adequate supply of the fascinating and wonderful
books written for children today. Consequently, one of the most im-
portant spots in the elementary classroom is the library nook. It is
important to remember, however, that the classroom collection should
supplement, but never op ant, the school library."

p,219
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The underlined words appeared in italics in the book. The author then pro-

ceeds to describe a cozy area with comfortable chairs, skillfully arranged

bookcases, shelves and room dividers.

"Here is kept the classroom collection of books and periodicals, sm:e
of which have been borrowed from the school library, the traveling
county library, the public library, or from the teacher's and pupill
personal collections."

The author gives examples of'

in the center.

"Reference books, at least one set of encyclopedia, dictionaries of
varying levels of difficulty, maps, globes, atlases, neuspapers,
periodicals, and other tools may be kept ix:rmanently in the library
center."

kinds of reference materials that should be

The ways in which the library center can be utilized are explained and the

manner in which it can be used to teach children the proper habits and atti-

tudes towards books and reading is stressed. She concludes the section with

this statement.

"There is literally no end to the type and number of learning experi-
ences to be gained from a classroom library corner and it is difficult
to see how any teacher, on any grade level, could create a favorable
intellectual environment without it."

Ibid.

This is one of the most positive expressions found in the examination of any

of these texts. The fact that it is in reference to the classroom library

instead of the school library, does not lessen its impact.

The instructional materials center is examined in the chapter on using

instructional materials and aids.

"The number and variety of teaching materials available in this techno-
logical age make the establishment of a Materials Center in the elemen-
tary school a necessity."

P.442

The next three sentences are disturbing.

"Such a center is organized and maintained by a specialist usually
designated as the Supervisor ,or Coordinator of it structional Materials,
Depending upon the size of the school and the mecensiveness of the col-
lection, he may serve in either a full-time or part-time capacity. 117

part-time, he may divide hiB time among two or more schoolsc, with LA1)0Y
teaching duties."

Ibid.
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The instructional materials center is described apart from ae library prograu

not a part of the library program, This is contrary to the joint recommen-

dations of the ALA and PEA Standards for School Nedia Programs which recommend

a unified media orogram.

The ices of the personnel of the Instructional 1aterials Center are

discussed at some length. Five services are listed: to establish and main-

tain a service program, provide a resource center to serve the needs of all

teachers, provide and supervise a center for the adequate production of mate-

rieJs acquaint teachers with new materials, and evaluate the multimedia pro-
gram.

In the chapter on personal and professional growth, the professional

library is examined. Here the author points out the necessity of the teacher
keeping abreast of new developments and trends in the profession. A statement

of Kimball 1.Jiles is quoted in which'he refers to a strong professional library
as the basic element of a good in- service training program. The author ex-
plains,

"Apparently this sentiment is still in the realm of educational theory,
however, for there is some evidence to indicate that many elementary
schools have little or nothing that resembles a professional library."

p. 522

She then recounts the findings of her own study of professional library col-
lections in the elementary schools.

"A study by the author of 424 elementary schools, distributed over all
fifty states, reveals that, in general, elementary school, professional
collection- leave much to be desired. Of the total number of princi
pals replying, 326, or 76.9 per cent, reported that their schools con-
tained a collection of professional books and periodicals. The number
of books ranged from five to five hundred, with the median number of
volumes, between forty-six and fifty, representing a total expenditure of
approximately two hundred fifty dollars. The median number of volumes
added each year was five, indicating an annual expenditure for profes-
sional books of approximately twenty-five dollars. Furthermore, only
59 per cent of the principals reported that books were purchased from a
regular budgetary allocation, The others reported that books were do-'
nated by members of the staff or were purchased with funds received from
the PTA, school projects, library fines, or class gifts.

Of the 424 school surveyed, 39, or 9.2 per cant, reported that th
their schools had no collection of either professional book': or period-
icals. Some of these schools reported that they were forty or fifty
miles from the nearest professional collection, and oven that was not
adequate for their needs."

P. 522 -523
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e author- further states,

"In spite of the lip service given to the importance of professional
reading by teachers, therefore, there is some evidence to indicate that
it is not encouraged or financially supported by school, systems to the
extent that it should be, or to an extent equal with other forms of in-
service growth.

It is perfectly obvious that, if teachers are expected to read,
they must have something to read."

.523

She refers to the professional book collection recommended by the American.

Association of School Librarians.

. a professional book collection in every sch6e1 of from two
hundred to one thousand titles and minimum annual expenditure for the
professional collection from tiro hundred dollars to eight hundred dollar
dollars."

Ibid.

A four page annotated list of magazines that should be included in a profes-

sional collection is then given.

This book which has pointedly. made evident the need of good library

service in the school raises some disturbing issues. Obviously the author

knows about libraries and she appears particularly disturbed herself by the

woeful state of professional collections in the schools. She stressed the fac

that the classroom library was only a supplement to the centralized library hut

she never directed attention on the centralized library itself, Perhaps she

neglected to do so because this was a book concerning the elementary teacher

specifically and the focus would naturally be on her own classroom Library.

She directs attention, however, to an instructional materials center which is

commendable, but it is seen outside the realm of the centralized library. al en

she speaks of the pro essional library, her survey repudiated any appreciable

service in this area, and nowhere was it made evident whether this collection

was part of the library or not. These services which educators find they need -

an instructional-materials center and a professional library - are riot seen as

rightfully belonging to the realm of the library. If the libraries were odrvinr-

the purposes for which they were designed, the need to srL up units outside its

structure would be unnecessary.

Rating: Adequate coverage
Positive view'
School does not offer library unit
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Richey, Robert hilliam

Plangingfor_Teaching; an introduction to education.
New York, licGrawl-Hill, 196L. 649p., $7.95

adoote by:

Asbury' College

Education 101,
Berea College

Education 224,
Brescia College

Education 207,
Pikeville College

lEducation 200,
Western Kentucky University a second tcyt)

Education 1CO, introduction to Elementary Education
Education 2'10, Introduction to Secondary Education

Description of text:

The book has been designed for an introductory course in education,
providing the student with an understanding of what is involved in a
teaching career and pointing out the tasks ahead in developing into an
effective teacher. The book is divided into six ports: career planning,
the teacher and her work, the economic and legal aspects of teaching,
the nature of our school system, educational heritage and br:ader con-
cepts of education.

Library references:

No reference is made to the library, librarians or instructional mate-
rials' center in the table of contents or the index.

SUI1VUff AND EVALUATION

Having undergone four editions the text is now considered accordihg to

the editor's foreword as a classic in its field but unfortunately, it gives no

attention whatsoever to the library's role in education. In the index, under
the heading "certification," reference is given to counselors, emergency teachers.

guidance directors, principals, psychologists, speech and hearing therapists -
but not librarians. The text does, however, on page under "Trends in

Certification Standards of Administrators, Supervisors, and Other School Per.,.

not," mention librarians as among school personnel who must hold special corLif-

icates.

Introduction to Education

introduction to Education

Introduction to Education

introduction to Education

4th ed.

or mentioning the libraries themselves, the author in hi ch_pter on
"Opportunities in Education" states that there will he increasingly greater

demands for library services.



In following out the seven index references to the Elementary and Sec-

ondary Education Act of 1965, one of them stated that the Act provided assist-

ance to libraries, but did not mention how or why.

In the chapter, "becoming Effective in the Classroom," the author speaks

of the school of the future and makes the following statement:

"The largest area in the school will be the instructional materials'
center. Here all the advances of technology will be harnessed for
aiding pupils. For example, dial-access systems, whereby pupils can
retrieve informotion through a screen and earphOne set, will be housed
in the instructional materials' center. Rich storehouses of books and
booklets will be available in every school, and study carrels, small
stations giving privacy on three sides, will be used by pupils as they
accumulate understandings and develop skills... Emphasis will be on
nurturing skills of inquiry and organizing principles."

p.204

Following, he states:

"Various types of instructional materials are becoming available to
teachers. In order to meet educational challenges of the future, gain
skill in the effective use of such equipment and techniques."

p.205

'Mile the author anticipates the advantages of the future "center' one can't

help but wonder why he overlooked the obvious advantage of learning to use our

present materials' center more effectively. His statements seem to indicate

that he was unaware that the schools of today had any. The current school li-

brary's contribution to more effective classroom teaching apparently was not

considered very significant by this author.

Perhaps one cannot judge this text on its omission of the library

role in education for it is not a book on education so much as it is on the

profession of teaching. However, no student reading the book would know that

the public school librarian is an integral part of the teaching profession nor

that the library was established to enrich the curriculum or act as a materials

center for the teacher. Ironically the author does not overlook the value of

'--he teacher aides in increasing the effectiveness of the teacher.

Rating: Marc acknowledgment
Negative view
Five schools have adopted text

One offers library unit
,Three do not offer library unit
One did not answer Questionnaire I
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Stone, _clues C, and Frederick 'J. Schneider
.

Foundations of Education Nev York, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1965.
304p., $6.0o
(Commitment to teaching, v,1)

Stone, James C. and Frederick W. Schneider
Readinr in the Foundations of Education. New York, Thomas Y, Crowell,
196 4 $4.29

Volume one only of text adopted by:

Eastern Kentucky University
Education 202, Professional Orientation

Description of text:_

The contents of this bcok were determined to a degree by a survey the
authors conducted concerning what two groups of prospective teachers
feltwere most important to introductory courses in education. Path
groups, the group just beginning.their study and the other group just
completing their teaching internship, agreed on what topics should b
discussed and in what order. This survey was then used as a guideline,
The authors deal with education theory as well as the practical appli-
cation of theory and each chapter closes with a sob of questions and
projects designed for a deeper appreciation of the material, The book
is divided into 12 parts: the milieu, the goals, teaching, pressures
and problems of teaching, pressures and problems of the school, the
pupils as learners; the pupils as boys and girls, the pupils - class
and caste, the test, the philosophies, the system, and the profession.
The second volume includes 61 essays by various authors relative to the
topic of education and is correlated not only to this text but to five
other introduction to education texts as well. They are: Chandler's
EDUCATION AND THE TEACHER, Haske:r's and MeLendonlo THIS IS TEACHING,
Richey's PLANNING FOR TEACHING, Grambs' and McClure's FOUNDATIONS OF
TEACHING TODAY and Knellor's FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION,

Library references:

No reference is made ;to the library, librarians or instructional mate-
rials' center in the table of contents or the index of volume one.
There is no index to volume two and an examination of the table of con-
tents revealed no library topics.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

No mention of the library could be found in this text anywhere. Olen

the authors' chapter on the "Pressures and Problems of the School" was scanned

and they focused their attention on textbooks and the advantage of multiple

books some reference to the library was expected.

"All of this points up the importance of many books and other teach:Ing.
materials in the truly effective teaching-learning situation. If teach-
ers accept the broader purposes of education - if they want boys and
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girls to learn to think critically and to understand what they learn
a multiplicity of references and textbooks and various other ?:,ateriale
are a necessity. The books and equipment such as maps, charts, globes,
various types of projectors, and tape recorders should be stored in or
near the llassroom, readily accessible to teachers at the time they arc
needed,.

Thu fact is, however, that a large number of school systems d, ret
have a large supply of books and other materials. Geed teachers can
teach, and are teaching, acceptably every day under adverse classroom
conditions and with inadequate supplies of books and other materials;
however, it is reasonable to assume that they would do a better job if
they were provided with the tools and the facilities they need."

p.109

Here was the obvious place to tell the role of the library in education. At

least an acknowledgment oeite existience was in ordorl

It was interesting to note, however, that the authors, when it came titre

at the end of each chapter to list the "Activities and Projects" relative to

that particular subject area, suggested that the college student get materials

from their college library in four different instances: u. 75, no. 8; p. 117,

no. 6; p. 138, no 6 and 7. The authors must obviously find the library a sat-

isfactory depository of miscellaneous materials if nothing else.

At the very b-gJrning of the text the authors discuss important cul-

tural trends and the first one, in which they cite a quotation of Clark Kerr's,

reeds as follows:

"Knowledge in every subject field has increased as more of our resources
are directed toward research. 'Knowledge has certainly never before in
history been so central to the conduct of an entire society. What the
railroads did for the second half of the last century and the automobile
for the first_half of this century may be done for the Second half of
ti lo century by the 'knowledge' industry: that is, to serve as the fo-
cal point for national growth.'"

)

The information explosion is thus acknowledged and the increased emphaeis on

research is cited as one of the most important_ cultural trends of our society.

Yet, no' where is there any point made regarding the library's role in either

the organization of knowledge or informational research.

The authors reported the finAings of a National.Education Association

Research Division questionnaire which revealed some figures that bear reflec-

tion. Questions were posed to a sample survey of public school teachers to

find out how they felt their-college preparation fitted them for teaching.



The following question was asi:ed relative to certain subject arean:

"In terms of your actual teaching needs, to what extent did your under-
graduate teacher preparation program prepare you in the following as

p.67
Iii the use of ud' o-- v-Lsual= equipr?ent and materials, the to chei a Colt they
nodded more training in this area than in any othrir. Of the respondents, 60
felt they got too little, 38.4 about right and 1.8% felt they got toe much.
This response leads one to suspect that teachers obviously find the use of
audio-visual aids a very real a- ais1ance to them in their classroom work. The
teachers were aware of their value and wished they had more t, n_,_ , in their
use.

-Liars

The second volume of this text is a selection of essay=s by various au-

ing directly to some of the more controversial-aspects of lobe disci-
pline of education° One of the essays entitled, "Orgonizing for Improved In-
struction," was written by the Ameican Association of School Administrators
and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. In listing the
services and resources needed, "tibrary books are mentioned as one of the tools
for teaching and learning that are growing in number and complex i

"Tools for teaching and learning are growing in number and comlol
triong them are recording and playing machines, projectors, films and
film strips, laboratory equipment, models, textbooks, manuals, reference
and library books, information storage and retrieval systems, teaching
machines, radio, television, and more to come. These things require
storage, maintenance, transportation, and even special operation and
direction. Yet they are adjuncts, useful only as they enhance teaching-
learning wMre it is going on.

So inch human resources. There is a growing body of specialist
whose function it is to support and stimulate teaching and learning.
They work at curriculum

development,:instructional improvem, it, profes-
sional growth, eveluatdon, and research. They include specialists in
guidance, in psychology and child development, in problems of cl-oopiool
cHldron in subject areas and special curriculums for adults and the
vocations, in health, in inservice growth programs, and in the whole
range of instructional materials, media and media services. Them are
people we 'call resource inople.11

69

Note that the to m libraries; or librarians, has given ay to instructional

materials and media services.

A separate essay en the role. of the library in education would ildve been

an appropriate selection for inclusion in this volume of the text, especially
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posed new conce t of the instructional materials c

Rating: No cover o

Negative view
School offers library unit

Glenn Max
The Philos . Boston Heath, 1965. 438P.,, $7-5°

Text adopted by:

University of Kentucl-

Education 301, Education and American Culture
,4, (their college catalog entitles this course, American Public Educ.

Description of tex:

The book offers a panorama of contemporary American educational theory
and its various connections with social and philosophical tradition.
The author takes the viewpoint that the prevailing tradition in edsr.t.;
is conservative and he presents other traditions in education and phil
osophy as protests against this conservatiEm, He_ discusses essentialism,
idealism and realism a the conservative view of education. Propres-
sivisu and pragmatism is given as the liberal protest against the con-
servative tradition,- Other protest movements are presented
perenniaLism, Marxism and existentialism.

Library references:

No references.

EVALUATION

One cannot judge this text for its omission of any reference to the li-

brary's role in education, for one would not expect to find such a discussion

in a text of this kind.- The surprising element in this is that a,
Philosophy of education text would be considered appropriate for a course do-

signed to acquaint students with the teaching profession for the first time.

Rating: Text not pertinent
School did not answer questionnaire I
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SIMI,IARf OF FINJINGS

The picture of the public school library presented by these selected

textbook authors was a blurred and faint likeness of the institution we tout as

the heart of the instructional program. Tc.hat emerged was not a dynamic service

orgcnization upon which all instruction was dependent, but a shabby insignifi-

cant 'place' where teachers might find some supplementary books. There emerged

an awareness of what the library potential was, but a grim acceptance of what

it had become. There was a glinpse of a glamorous future but an apology for the

current state of affairs. There 11,15 a glimmer of hope in the reaction of the

elementary schools to their new fe nd centralized libraries. There was a dis-

turbing hint that library responsibilities were being assigned to units outside

the library structure - responsibilities so important to the newer concepts of

instruction that they dared not be trusted to the library. All in all, this

examination was a discouraging one_for the library profession and poses some

serious questions regarding the future of our school libraries.

One of the most surprising discoveries came with the realization that

the profession did not need to be concerned about misinformation with regard to

their image but rather with absence of information. If this examination had

been limited to those texts which contained an index reference to the library,

only nine books would have been examined. Obviously one cannot judge the im-

portance of the library in education on the basis of the number of times it ap-

pears in the index of a book, but at least this is indicative of the degree of

coverage on the subject. only four of the books gave in-depth coverage at one

location in the text worthy of a topical reference in the table of contents.

Sixteen of the books examined had no library references in either the index or

table of contents.

It soon became apparent that if any kind of an image was to be drawn

from these books, a page by page scrutiny of-the contents would have to be made,

concentrating on those spots where some library coverage should be given. This

kind of examination is time consuming and tedious and quite possibly passaqes

were overlooked which should not have been. If so, it is hoped that their over-

sight will not cause any distortion.

Eight of the texts had scattered references throughout the book that

were not indicated in the index, either by oversight-or because of the brevity
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of the information, Only two of the texts .had what was termed extensive cover-

age, enough' upon which one could build a unit on the role of the library in

education. Four of the books fell into the adequate coverage category, thoup17

t17e term is misleading. The library was mentioned where one would expect t to

he mentioned though no in-depth coverage was given, Eleven of the texts

knowledged the presence of the library irk the school and then dismissed it.

Those. references to the library were usually made with the focus of attention

on some other topic of concern. The library was merely a backdrop. No coy` n'-

of any kind was given to the library in eight of the texts though in all

fairness seven of them would not be expected to give much coverai7e.

As for the view of the library that these books presented, only six

the presented the library as performing a positive role in the school program.

Eight of them presented a negative view of the library and one a distorted view

of the library, Three of the texts paid a kind of lip service to the-library,

acknowledged its presence, but gave no real view of it, Such an evaluation is

a subjective undertakinu, and in order to understand the term, "positive role,"

"negative view" or "lip service" one will have to refer to the evaluation of

each of the texts. The chart on the following page may assist anyone wishing

to refers back to the textbook evaluation for clarification of terminology.

The reason why so few teacher training institutions in Kentucky offer a

unit on the role of the library in education is apparent, The textbooks do not

have enough information on the school library to warrant a special assignment

and probably the introduction to education courses are primarily textbook ori-

ented, According to the responses made to questionnaire 1, of the four schools

offering the unit on the library, only one replied that the textbook was the

basis of'the assignment. Unfortunately this textbook is the one with the dis-

torted information that prompted this entire examination. All four schools

offering the library'unit, reported dissatisfacti =on with the text, 'though two

Of these texts had what wns udged to be extensive coverage. A second school

offering the unit is using a text that gives no coverage whatsoever to the li-

brary. A third school uses two texts, one which acknowledges the presence oaf

the library and pays lip service to it and t!'.0 other which incltdes nothing on

it. The fourth school offering the unit, does so in an instructional materials

course rather than an introduction to education course perhaps because the text
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for the materials course gives 4,tensive coverage to the library and the in-

irodc Lcn course teyt acknowledges the library only, and presents a negative

it.

A kind of lip service is detected from the majority of these textbook

authors, Libraries are where the books are kept and to this extent, cduc-
tors admit their importance to education. The prospective teachers tare advissed

through these texts that the school library is there to be used and that li-

brary books are necessary to supplement textbooks. They are told that school

libraries ofttetime are unsatisfactory. One author indicated that adequate

facilities for all children could be provided at $1.00 per caiWa annual ex-

penditure, with better service withn a $2.00 reach. There were suggestions

that classroom collections could meet the library needs of students with no

clear indication that they wore supplementary to centralized libraries. Stu

dents and teachers were admonished to use the facilities of a community library

where available. Students were advised that concepts are changing with re

to the library, that libraries in the future will be instructional materials

centers. Some authors examined the library in terms of its architectural splen-

dor and its role in setting an abtiactive learning environment. Few authors af-

forded any professional stature to the position of the librarian. One author

stated that to be a librarian, "the cNnplete 'training should include a minimum

of fifteen semester hours in education, some study of psychology, and practical

experience in actual library work." The author then asserted that the teacher

who took some training in library work would get a larger salary than the full-

tim librarian. There was a hint that librarians were not always as helpful as

they could be. Students were given a rather fuzzy picture of where the library

fit into the educational program, curricular or non-curricular. The library ser

vices of the school were just as apt to be lumped with the hot lunch program and

transportation service as with the curricular program of the school. The li-

brary, in some instances, was presented in neither category. Few of the texts

offered any instruction on how teachers co d utilize the services_ of the sThool

library, It was hinted upon occasion that eachers might use the library to as-

sist them in the education of the exceptional student. One text urged library

Use_for the slow learner but ignored it for the gifted student. The manner in

which it was to be used for the exceptional student was not indicated. Only one



book insisted that there were certain reference tools with which all teachers

should be familiar, Several authors suggested that teachers should know how to

use the library so as to assist their students in library utilization. Cne

author stated that few individuals knew how to use the library well but made no

recommendations to remedy the situation, Cne author suggested that students

'needed to be taught how to use the library, providing the instruction was not too

formal or too detailec'. Cne author suggested that the teacher might have some

voice in book selection.

The neglected, library image was detected most often in regard to the

library in the secondary school. The elementary education oriented textbooks

seemed to hold the library in higher regard, especially the instructional mate-

rials center concept of the library. This seemed to indicate a ra4her shameful

record of performance, since libraries n the secondary school have long been

established anchelementary library service is a relatively, new innovation, A

gnawing suspicion that the educators had not expected the library to perform

any services for the teacher was detected, The professional library seemed no-

where evident as a part of library service and the audio-visual center, upon

occasion, was depicted outside the library structure.

The general impression that prevails after this exam ation is that the

public school library generally has had little effect on the education of stu:-

dents, I have the feeling that when librarians think of the public ,school li-

brary, they think of the outstanding examples of the more Progressive school

system. When the educators-see the school library, they see the run-of-the-mill,

rather ineffective facility hampered by its quarters, its scanty collection and

its lack of trained personnel.

Lducation has been textbook and teacher oriented for years, but a shift

is taping Place and education is becoming more and more learning oriented. The

teachers are becoming more dependent on supplementary materials and gadgetry to

enhance their classroom teaching. Information is expanding too rapidly for them

to be satisfied with the single textbooks. Their teacher training texts are con::

stently referring to the necessity for supplementary materials and so they ry::y

lip service to the library, Educators knew where these supplementary materialei

are hoUsed. They know too -the potential value of the library as-an information

and learning center, but the libraries have not yet measured-up to their expec-



tation and needs and they have learned not to be dependent upon them. Too often

ways were offered the prospective teachers of getting around the use of the

school library. They were advised they could write directly for materials, use

community library or a nearby college library. The services rendered by

the outstanding school library must be the exception rather than the rule, or

surely more attention to the library would have been reflected in the teacher,

training textbooks.
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UNIT OUTLINE ON THE
LIBRARY' S ROLE IN PUBLIC LiCHCOL EDUCATION

A critic in order to contribute valuable service to a body of know-

ledge, should be able to offer advice for improvement of the art. fom under

scrutiny. It is fitting at this point in the inVostigation, thclero, to con-
rent on what the library role in education should be aTewhat the education

textbooks should present.

Libraries perform five quite different roles in education. They or
nine information, set the climate for learning, store materials when not in
transmit instructional materials of all kind, and retrieve stored information
for immediate utilization. We must never lose sight of the fact that it is the
library that is charged with the awesome responsibility of the organization of
knowledge. Education in all disciplines is dependent upon organization of pre-
vious knowledge to assist in the establishment of new fl-ontiero of discovery.
Without organization, education would be slow indeed. Amidst its organi

materiels, the second role of the library seems obvious, that of establish ing a
climate for learning. With so much to learn from the recorded past, the enviro

mat beckons to the curious mind. The library is a learning center, a place
where one can retreat to study. The. role of the library as the storehouse of
he printed word has given way to the newer concept of the library as the cent--
for instructional materials of all kinds, the audio as well as audio-visual and

programmed materials and equipment,, A fourth role is that of transmission of
materials. A library annot be content with merely possessing a collection of
inol_s and other mdia. It must distribute the materials, find ways of getting
materials off the shelves and into the hands of the public it serves, even
the.t public is riot aware of their existence or even that their utilization will
improve the learning etuation. Another role that is assumingmore and more im
portance in this information packed world is that of information retrieval. The
information that is stored away in the millions of volumes must be made availabl,!,

as quickly as possible and presented in a form that is understandable at varying
levels of comprehension.

The library should be, in fact, the heart of-the inst uctiona program
bul; the phrase,has been attributed to our libraries so_freely that it' echoes

'hollowly in the light of the findings of this examination. Just as



pumps blood through all part of the body, the effective library should pump

or dzed information and multi -media materials into every classroom, office

end organization of the school, The heart is not a place where blood is dep_

it d; it is a. place where blood is transmitted to the pares of the body that

could not function without it. tillen the heart ceases to transmit and merely

acts as a depository for the life-giving substance, the patient dies. Then our

libraries fail to transmit and act only as depositoriesl,they cease to be the

heart of the instructional progam, and the instructional program must, of nocos-

sity find new devices to take its place or suffer a stunted growth.

What follows is a list of some of the items that should be in a chapter

on the library's role in public schoel education.

pole of the lit r -1- in education

Organization of knowledge
Establishing a climate for learning
Storehouse of multi-media resourops
Transmission of materials
Information retrieval

The Changing concepts of the library
The library as an instructional, materials center

The library as an information and learning center
The joint ALA and NSA Standards ferSehool DT,Aia Programs
The Knapp Project

Functions of the school library
To enhance and enrich the curriculum

The library's role in the individual oriented curriculum
To meet the reading needs of the students

Extracurricular reading interests
Provision of specialized materials for the exe tional child

The gifted and talented
The mentally handicapped and retarded
The visually handicapped
The disadvantaged and social deviant
The reluctant reader.

To act as a materials center for the teacher
Audio-visual media laboratory
Professional library

To instruct in the use of materials
Eleven different kinds of reference tools
Unique function of each of the.tools

selection policies of the library
School Library Bill of Rights
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Rer.ponsibilities of the teacher in a library oriented school
In book selection

Keeping librarian informed of material- needed to enhance of
teaching

Keeping librarian informed of upcomingng and ongoing units
Rcsorving "reading needs" for students

in pupil assistance
Pointin out to librarian the students who need spec ,alis

materials
Assisting students in library use
Asking librarian to instruct students in technique of inf-- aCen

gathering
In professional utilization

Submitting requests for teaching aids
Submitting requests for professional publications
Allowing librarian opportunity to show the teacher th now

materials of interest in his subject field

Teacher aides as liason ofia,,ors between the library and the clast;recm

Classroom collections as a sul plement to and not substitute for centralize_
collections

eer opportunities
- Kinds of Positions available

Certification requirements for school librarians
Job opportunities
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IMPLICATIONS OF TUE FUELIC SCHOOL LIBRARY IMAGE

he educators aro implying by the picture they present of
in their books, that good school libraries are not yet a universal fact.

well ask, whose responsibility the school library is, the Oucators or
the librarians. It-i, onlythrough the joint cooperation of these two kindred
professions that tits fullest measure of library service cna be extended to Stu-
dents at every level, elementary through continuing adult education.

Th s' Role inLibraryjmorovement

Francis E. Kepple, former U.S. Commissioner of EducatJ.on, stated tha
"A without a library is a crippled school." Yet 1964, 605 of our
elementary schools serving some 10 million children had no libraries, and 54%
cf our libraries were without librarians. 1 At that time, cities like Boston

e without elemmtary school libraries and Philadelphia had over 100 elomen
tery schools without libraries. The city of Los Angeles had elementary lihr
-,nollections but no librarians.

filth the passage of the Elementary and Secondary. Education Act in 1965,
all this is now in the process of changing. New blood has been pumped into
school libraries all across the country. Not only are new materials being pro-
vided',- h-ut new quarters, and trained librarians as well. Under Title II of this
Act, 43,000,000 school children have been provided with-70,000,000 books and
audio-visual teaching aids; 62,000 libraries have been expanded, 3600 new one -

have-been established and 250 special library centers have been open6d. In
addition,under the National Defense Education Act, 4700 school librarians have

2been enrolled in summer training institutes

The impact of these libraries should be reflected positively in the
teacher training textbooks of the next few years, That is,-they will be, if

4-Tanner, C.

nal 54:0, Oct- 1964
2

Wagner, Susan "Critical Tests Ahead for Federal Book and Library
Programs," Publishers Weekly' 195:62-63 April 28, 1969.

,

"Getting and Keeping a School Librarian,h N. E. A.



the libraries continue to receive t kind ancial support necessary to

sustain their prernms. Alma f. there is a hint of better things to ooze in

the heralding by many writers of the new multi-media concept of the library.

It is vitally icuortant that our (or media centers) never ,Igain ont,

for financial s- port, Some of the financial girding of the Elementary nd

Secondary Education Act is already showing indication of being withdrawn.

educators in the local public school systems, however, must not allow support

for their libraries to dwindle, lest the new media center deteriorate into tho

unit; ressive 'library' the textbook writers ignored.

The new Standards for Sc hool mdia Programs established through the

joint cooperation of the Amoricon Librarr AssoeiatJon and the National Educoticr

AsstAssociation should assure continued support of our library programs and foie-

stall any lapse in improved services, Educators must familiarize themselves

with these standards, Prospective teachers should 'be made aware of them, and

the teaching profession wholeheartedly endorse them.

Educators must call for unified media centers encompas ing the services

of the traditional library- the instructional materials center, and the profes-

sional library. These are functions that should not be parcelled out to sepa-

rate facilities. Educators must also insist that th

by professional persounei, media specialists as well

centers be admin

librarians, with slur-

ficient clerical assistance to assure proper use of professional time, The

St,,,ndards should be used by the educators as aims tmard which they chart their

progress, as a yardstick to measure their performance, and accrediting agen '

should take these standards into account when evaluating each local school

system.

Some years ago it was estimated that by this year, 1970, there would be

in the vicinity of 125,000 vacancies in our school libraries. This figure ar-

rived at, no doubt, based on the assumption that every library would have a

trained librarian and that schools without libraries, leuld get one. her tl

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was - ,sJ,ed, public .school ad-

ministrators across the country faced the short=age of librarians in the lou.1



schools, in their own fashion. They ured m.embors of their own faculty to re-

turn -to college for library tmdin"ng, paying their exponsos in many instances.

In response to their cry for help, many institutions of higher learning bon:1n

offering courses in library science. As a result, teacher librarienc arc not.

as scarce as they once were, and there is little excuse. for libraries in tIn

puWic school to be tended by untrained personnel.

If one can draw a judgment from the past, based on the dreary image

painted by some of the textbook authors, and personal observation, when fUnd

for public education are tight, the library is one of the first places to feel

the pinch. Book budgets are rolled back, collections lose their vitality and

the librarian, offering a diminished service, finds that in the eye of the

school administration, her job has deteriorated into a clerical position easily

dispensed with. Educators must not for an instant. however, consider that the

libraries established, by speciaLists can be maintained by generalists. hhen

funds get tight, the library budget must not be considered the first place to

economize. Newly established and expanded libraries must be given a chance to

prove their worth and it takes a specialist in library procedures to get the

maximum benefit from a budget of any size, large or mall. There is a vast dif-

ference between a collection of books and a library, and the trained librarian

can make that difference. The library is an information center and the librar-

ian is not a mere keeper of the books, but an information specialist as well,

whose talents must be utilized in guiding students and teachers alike in their

nur suit of informntion.

Education Is the process of imparting or acquiring knowledge. It is the

method by which man informs himself and his fellow man. hho in this day and r.n.

can doubt that the job of keeping man informed has taken on giant proportions?

The tremendous information explosion of the post World Wu II period is every-

where apparent, Information specialists tell us that information is doubling

at the rate of every trelve years, more frequently in the scientific fields

From the time a student starts in the first grade until he graduates from high

school, information has doubled on him. The student entering college in thf_:

63's was faced with twice the information the student of the 50's fnecd. 7:110

knows but what informatinn growth in the 70's will not be accelerated.

Educators have found out that they can't begin to teach students all
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to knm: aout o aubjet, or even all the subjects they nJ2ed to know.

L71uators are log1/21:ng to rca:Ise that it is inoreasingly more important to

motivate the ctudent to find out for him7elf what he needs to I:now. The toy-
beolk:s reEleot a g,)':V,ng awaren3ss of the individually oriented ,:urviculum whcre

the emphasis is on personal study and research. The gi.fted students ore alrond;J-

bein3 shifted into this kind of program, Educators mUst accept the fact that

in this information packed world of ours it is essential, for our young pcopleto

be taught the techniouos of information gathering. 'clon we can not possibL:;

teach them all they need to know we must at least try to teach them how to f:irAl

out for themselves when the need arises.

OUP libraries are the information centers of the world, for it is here

that recorded knowledge of all kinds, and all times, are housed. Librarians

have been snecifically trained in the techniques for retrieving this infortion

as ex.peditiovsly as possible, at graded levels of comprehension, utilizing rcf-

erence tools unknown to the layman. It is time the educators accept, without

shaze, the fact that they do not know all there is to know about library usntre

and turn the task over to the librarians.

The job of teaching students the techniques of information 7atherin

cannot be done in an hour lecture, by the librarian who offers it whenever she

can grab a period away from a classroom teacher. It requires that time be al-

lotted to it in the regular curriculum, at all levels of education, elementnry

shool through higher education, with an ever incroasing degree of library so-

phistication. "The half of knowledge is knowing where to find it," and educa-

tors must make room for such instruction in their curriculum. Wien students,

some of whom eventually become our professional educators, know how to use the

facilities of their libraries properly, their libraries will take on added im

portance in their education. Insisting our students use the library is one

thing. Assisting them in library use is quite another

To summarize then, the responsibilities of the educators for improved

library facilities, are fourfold. They must assure financial support for11-

bri,lrics that is adequate to cover the cost of the best possible service, They

must whole-hearteclly endorse the Standards for School Yedia_Preprms utiliing

them as guidelines for charting progress, and assuring unified media services,
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They must insist that all Tibraries be nlaintained by full-time, -L'ainc librar-

ians, with Ldaquate clerical assistance to assure expeditious use of profession-

al time. They must awaken to the realization that the educated man of the fu-

ture must l',3 steeped in the knowledge of how to locate information, allowing

time in the regular school cur=riculum for the study of the techniques of infix-,

mation retr:_eval.

The Librarians' Hole it it r' Improvement

it could appear that despite the lip service paid to it, the library is

not the hvtart of the instructional yprogram of the school. If ib had been, the

education textbooks would have been full of the utilization of the library to

assist the novice teacher, and it wouldn't have taken an act of Congress to

convince school administrators of the necessity of universally providing li-

brary services for all school children. The public school library has taken on

significance, more through the stimulation of federal matching funds,-than any

serious change in the philosophy of :6he school administrator.

The library profession, however, is now in a position of showing the

educators what it is capable of doing. To date, educators, for the most part,

have recognized libraries in their organizational 7nd depository function only

However, they are in the process of enlarging the generic book concept to in-

clude the multi-media format. Aware of the inability to satisfy the teaching

function vith the use of a single textbook, aware of the necessity to teach f

individual differences, educators are ripe to learn how to gain maximum use of

library facilities. The responsibility for improvement of school libray ser

vices on the part of the librL17 profession is mainly one of education. Eased

on the finding of this study there appears to be a call for three distinct

kinds of educational programs..

The curriculums in our professional library schools, must be upgraded to

include the multi-media concept of the library taking into account, the changi

techniques of education. The cataloging and selection courses must be enlo

to include the difficult task of selection, organization, and description

non-print materials. Every effort of the professional associations must be

brought to bear on those state departments of education that have not as yet

made a course in audio-visual aids a requirement for certification of school

librarians. If our librarians are to serve capably in our new media centers,



ty muA.bc propared now, to ferctaJi school administrators frei

Vy, centers et sin the ihrary struot,ire nd ty,-passing th,T, ,-*t1:,11u1 e,,i li-

braries. For those librarians already serving in school libraries, audio--i-1

w.r.shlps on a regional basis should be provided and urged upon ther_ Librar-

ians cannot be exneAod ts handle the modia centers single-handedly, and should

riot allow themselves to be overburdened without sufficient clerical fle pz 1)*,

they must be ready to handle th,, media inteliigently and efficiently.

Another educational area, one in which almost nothinr, has been clone to

date, is that of educating the layman in techniques of information ptherin

The few librarians who are engaged in teaching, are engaged in the professional

preparation of librarians, the business of perpetuating and increasing our nu:.-

hers. Some of the education textbook authors indicated an awareness that few

individuals knew how to use libraries well. They offered no remedy for tho

uation, but urged the library's Use nevertheless. Teachers were acf,monished that

they should assist students in their use of the library. As concerncd profes-

siorals we should beg=1.a asking ourselves who teaches the teachers how to use t:r.c,

library. If the teacher is a product of a public school systeai whose school

library was the average mediocre one depicted in the toxtbveke, and hu went to

a university ,ere no attempt was made to teach the proper use of the library,

whet special Jr:dam:lent does tho teacher have to enable him to teach students

to use a library? Arc we willing to admit that there is nothing in the content

of our discipline that should b_ taught the layman.? Are our classification

schemes so appare,'t, and our methods of describing our holdings ac- clear, that

all students are using our collections intelligently and efficiently, and -get-

ting maximum bcnefit from our service'? Even if this fact were true, can we pre-

tend in this information age, that the many reference tools offering shortcuts

to information, are known to our students? Can we in conscience be saUsfied

when our graduates leave our institutions of higher learning never having run

up against such gems as FACTS ON FILE, STATEMANIS YEARFCOK, or even worse,

teachers who have never hid of the EDUCATION INDEX,

If the state of Kentucky is typical of other states, no serious etteupi,

is made to teach students the techniques of information gathering. What teach-

ingthat is being done regarding library use in our institutions of higher

learning, has been left primarily to the discretion of the English departments.
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C.one schools in their Freshman orientation programs will offs illarrxy

CnThr two of the twenty-one toache- trainixio, institutions in E-:ntui oi-

Ced a formal course in the use of books end libral-Los.

It is tme that the profession insist that every teacher rheuld b. tnuE4ht

the tdchnioues of information research and it is time that the preforstn

the responsibility for teaching it. Librarians should no longer be content to

sit on the frint_ -f education, but actually involve themselves in it. No Isog-

er dare we be satislied with just providing, the rnatr.iaL Tor man to educate

himself, organizing them, and then sitting back in our Ilsuper marketn and allow

him to help himself. Recorded information has become so abundant, organisation

has become so complex, the nee. d to know has become so urgent, and time has be-

came so precious, that assistance in use of our collection calls for a new broc.d

of librarian. The responsibilities of the reference librarian .need to be on-

Jarged. The libraries of the 701s, in our schools at every level, call for o

teaching librarian.

Another educational area the library profession should begin to give

serious attention to is that of the training of technicians. Technicians can

be taught to take over many of the sub-professional library tasks that cat up

so much valuable time, thereby stretching the job capacity of the professional

The textbook writers while not openly criticizing the iihiarians, by

their omission of any appreciable reference to thorn, impugned their profession-

alism. Thor were veiled hints of criticism when one author suggested that

1Tarians were Husnallyu helpful, nalsmost always Ti willing to assist. Lihrariara

charged with the awesome responsibility of selection, organization and dissen-

nation of mnterials, oftentime single-handedly, have had little time to devote

to public relations and personal assistance. At the rate of information growth,

there is no assurance that the situation will improve. Even a tremendous in

croase in professional recruitment is not likely to more than just keep us a-

breast of the tide, We must begin now to rely on technicians for assistence,

setting up programs for their training-, insisting on salaries commensurate with

their responsibilities, and paving the way for their acceptance by educatimi.J=1

administrators and accrediting agencies. If we dontt get added as2i.stance

the overloaded librarian, the textbook writers of the next decade may not be so

kind when referring to- the assistance the librarian is able to offer the indi
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viduel students. If we don't get technical assistance the professic:Ial iihner-

ia,1 cannot hope to be re:asc,d from the responsibilities of the

enough to get into the cInsernom and heach the use of the ir.fumnatio., aids.

The thrcfold educatienaJ prouP_m of the library prefessier: upgradin

its pr5fcs7ional curriculum to ine:Hide the auuio-visnal media, teaching the

proper utilization of its facilities to the laymen, and training of tecniLir:ne

for maximum sub-professional assistance, cannot help but improve library sr,r-

vices. Cur ima,se as a profession of stature will improve when educators w)L,-

no the efficiency -' the professional in handling the conplex newer Txdia,

when they witness the maxim= utilization of library materials by teachers and

students alike, when they witness the librarian using his time professionalb%_

1hen we have librery-rdnded-teachers and teachins-minded librariano

we will have libra7iCa at every uf education, serving to their fullest

measure!, the needs of our studen.s. If both the education and library profe.2-

sions meet their lesponsibilities, the teacher trainiu textbooks of' the next

decade. will not ignore the contributions of the school library in the edumien

of the student, and our libraries will, in fact, become the heart, of the in-

structional program.
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;:.rch 3, 1969

I im interested in finzling out how the school library is presented
to prospective teachers in ti state of Kentucky. Here at Union,
we cover thP role of the libyary in the school in the Introductien
to Education course. However, we have fowl that the textbook -WC
aye using for this course presents a very inaccurate and distorted
view of the school library.

In examining some other texLs, I find that no mention of the school
library is oven made. On the basis of this, -I boliove one of the
reasons for the shortage-of school librarians across the country is
that the infotmation theprouective teachers ac gettin about
teacher librarians is uncp-pcaling, inaccurate, or possibly nonexist-
ent. Therefore, I have taken as my topic for a sabbatical research
project, The Educators! Viow of the Public School Library. Hope-
fully, both professions may profit from such an examination.

I would be most grateful if you would DleaSe fill out the attached
ouestionnaire and return it to me in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope.

0.1.ncore-y-,

Virginia Saddler
Asst. Frol. of Library Science

Cover Letter to Questionnaire Cne

Sent to Direcbor, Dept. of Education)



Plc return to Vi nia Saddler, Union Colic

to your
cussion

students,
on the role of the

Ye
No (.4-

Earbo ville, t 400U)

for the teaching field, have a unit
library in tno school?

to question 6

In which course is this subject, treated?

that textbook do you us
the r ehoo' is studied

Author:
Tit1,e:

Fublisher:
Date:

Are u s - fled rtl
Vn,

No

for the course in which the -ole of

he library unit in that textbook?

of

ary in

How is the school library unit presented to your students?
Assigned reading from textbook, vith classrsom discussion
Assigned reeding from text.hook, without cJasorocm discussicn
As,3igned reading from book, other thnn the to:,:t-nook
T at book?
Classroom discussion led by the instructor
Classroom discussion led by the students
Classroom discussion fled by a librarian

School librarian
_College librarian

_Showing of a f l.film about school libraries
that film?
Visit to a school libra

Other:

Do your students preparing for the teaching field get any formal instructioi-
in the use of books and libraries? (Do not confuse this with the required
children's 14,terature course for elementary school= teachers)

Yes
No

If your students do receive such instruction, what is the nature of it.?
A required course on the use of books and librarie
An optional course on the use of hooks and libraries
Freshman orientation on the use of the library
instruction in the English classes on use of books and librar:L

Other:

Have you ever had any training in the use of books and libraries?
Course in educational research at the graduate le n)
Undergraduate course in the use of books and libr6ries
-Unit on the library in an undergraduate English class (or othel
Experience gained from years of library use

Other

estionnaire One
93
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Position



Eox 51?

Union College
Darbourvilicy. 11C9

October l, 1969

Isar

I am worhin on a sabbatical research project with which you as a Atrariap
should be interested. I cm tryinr: to find out how tho school libraly is
presented to prospective teachers in the state of Kentucky.

In talking to our Introduction to Education classes here at Union on the
role of the library in public school educat,on, I was amazed to discover
the gross inaccuracies and distortions presented in their textbook. I
decided an examination of other education texts should be Endo,

I sort a questionnaire to all directors of education in the teacher training
institutions of rconturky, I did not, however, get a response from all of
them aid T am therefore asking for your assistance

According to the guidelines for teacher training insttuions sct (7,11 by
the state Department of Education, the role of the library should he pre-
sented in the introduction to Education or School Orgcnization course. Et,ch
school labels those basic intoduction courses differently so I am asking
you to determine for me the name of the course or courses which introduce
the education field to tbe prospective teacher. It is the texthook for this
course that I ma interested in examining.

Cn he basis of some of my findings to date, I believe one of the reasons
for the shortage of librarians across the coriry is that tho information
Prospective teachers aro getting about libraries and librarians is un-
appea2ing, inaccurate, ar ossibly non-existent. The my teachers see ua
can't help but be mflecod in the way their students see us, and their
sudents, after all, are our public oventuallv and hopefully some of thewill want to be our colleagues..

I would be most grateful if you would fill out the attached Questionnaire
as soon as possible and return it tome in the enclosed -self-addressed
enYelope.

Sincerely,

7irginia B. Saddler
Asst. Librarian
Ass'7-,. Professor of Library Science

Cover Letter to Questionnaire Two
Directed to Reference Librarian)
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1'1,-Aa:-e ?"et1 rn to fill. Qinia

Kentucky 40906

Uhat is the name of the
in lour institution?
Course number Name

xtbool gas been ar_

519, Union Collce rb_ 110,

ir ot action to educ n course court

for this co or courses

Do students in your institution get aIy orma) lassroam) instruction in
the use of books and libraries? (Do not confuse this with the course in
children's literature or courses offered prospective librarians)

Yes
No

a7 students do receive such instruction, 11 at is the nature of it?
A renuired course on the use of books and libraries_

An optional course on the use of books and libraries
Freshman orientation on the use of the library
Instruction in tho English classes on use of books and lib

Other:

ne

Position

Institution

t ue tionneire Two
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